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UNAUTHORIZED MEDICAL INTERVENTION AND INFORMED CONSENT

IN THE COMMON LAW OF CANADA PRIOR TO THE SUPREME COURT’S DECISION OF REIBL V. HUGHES (1899–1980)

Preface. Since the late nineteenth century, the common law practice of various commonwealth states involving unauthorized surgery and extension of a consented surgical interference features civil actions for technical assault/battery1 or negligence and malpractice2, and occasionally, for a breach of contract under the circumstance of the fact that the extent of interference was prescribed by it3. In fact, in some cases plaintiff may sue for both, alleging that the operation was performed unconsentantly and negligently and in case not exceeding a statute of limitations, he may recover4. After which the informed consent doctrine went into disposition, American courts actively used it but there was no uniformity upon which theory the action should be adjudicated; most courts went on with the theory of negligence, but not all5. In England, where the doctrine developed several decades later, the said wrong was rendered within the tort of negligence6 as well as battery7. In Scotland, failure to warn on the risks of the presupposed treatment, therapy and examination was attributed to negligence8. In Canada, some earlier actions filed for consen -
tended surgery and treatment were adjudicated on basis of battery9, despite at some point in the 1970s, Canadian courts attempted to distinguish it10; and in the leading case or Reibl v. Hughes the Supreme Court firmly discarded the battery claim attaching the subject to negligence11. Some US states, as Washington D.C. recognize a separate tort in the lack of informed consent12. Some US states modified and tapered the gist of the informed consent doctrine subjecting it to statutory limitations13. As the concept of intelligent consent progressed, in an action for assault/bat -
tery or malpractice, where a doctor doesn’t inform his patient on the gist and potential gist fully and explicitly, es -
specially if the methods of treatment and appliance disposed are not widely known, he’ll be liable as well14. As the “exceeded consent” doctrine progressed in the common law, the doctor’s failure not rather merely to obtain the consen -
t from the patient, but instruct him properly, would be actionable upon theory of battery or medical malpractice15, or upon earlier cases both combined in a sole cause16. The aboveaid tort liability does not necessarily refer to an explicitly surgical interference as such, but to any other interference into the human’s body as chiropractice17; teeth removal18; scientific experiment19 as well as disposal of personal data in scientific research20 or blood transfusion21.

It is true, that in the earlier times, paternalist views on medical manipulations were supported by the fact that the physician has got an appropriate degree of skill and treats reasonable care for patient take any necessary deci -
sions on, for instance, extension of the operation not taking into account whether it is emergent or not22. And it has to be intelligibly augmented, that at the very dawn of the development of common law concerning medical malpractice the rule that professional men must exercise ordinary skill and care; so, at trial their competence will be pre -
sumed unless the contrary is proved by plaintiff, was applied to physicians and surgeons as well23; an other gen -
eral rule, applied and developed at quite an early date, that the doctor is expected to possess ordinary degree of skill which the people of his occupation possess and cannot be held liable only for an unsuccessful operation unless neg -
tigence is anyhow proved24. The aboveaid being recognized in the United States at an earlier date, was laid down in the same manner in Canadian common law in the first half and middle of 20th century, despite much earlier authorities (though fewer than in the US) show that the Canadian rule of ordinary skill and due care is quite aged as well25. The earliest cases in regard to this subject could be found in 19th century England26 and United States27.

A physician is entitled to perform his duties upon his best judgment in the method of treating and so is not liable for negative consequences in case of a honest mistake or a wrong diagnosis; the physician could guarantee exercising his skill and care, but cannot guarantee an explicitly positive result — this is what the US common law acknowledges as a general rule from an early date as well28; on trial, the burden of proof will be put upon plaintiff to give proper evidence on physician’s negligence; such frequently requires expert evidence29, which is of substantial weight, but is not conclusive upon trial30. However, in some US states statutes were enacted posing expert evi-
dence to be explicitly necessary in such actions\textsuperscript{31}. Evidence of physician’s lack of skill or due care concerning treatment of some specific ailment on trial requires expert witnesses\textsuperscript{32}. It was also acknowledged that surgery itself is not a precise thing to give a strict prognosis what assortment of procedures should be done for patient’s treatment; therefore, the tort liability of a physician is subjected to qualifications\textsuperscript{33}. As the doctrine developed, the consent of the patient to undergo a specific operation or any other type of treatment in the sense of its “intelligence”\textsuperscript{34} that was recognized as a “standard of care” and failure to obtain it under ordinary circumstances would be actionable\textsuperscript{35}. In Canada, the US concept of “standard of care” was approved as well at a somewhat later date, involving patient’s consent to lodge his health records and other sensitive personal information as a part of his autonomy and body integrity\textsuperscript{36}, being an extension of the common law right to privacy\textsuperscript{37}. The rule of “intelligence”, or more officially, “informed” consent may not only include a consent to undergo some surgery or complex conservative treatment, but upon more recent case law, may include one’s right to interdict disposing of data concerning the health condition by physicians in scientific research and/or experiments; in such case, the consent is expected to be obtained in the same way it is obtained to undergo surgery and other treatment\textsuperscript{38}.

In its classic sense, unconsented surgery and patient’s autonomy became a sort of novelty in common law jurisdictions right in the end of the 19\textsuperscript{th} century. In fact, the common law footage on this subject was extremely rare back in those days, before the American cases of Carstens v. Hanselman and State ex. rel. Jenney v. Housekeeper, which were the first major authorities on unconsented surgery and both featuring husbands’ suits for malpractice of surgeons while operating their wives without their consent\textsuperscript{39}. In both cases, courts acknowledged that the said women had a right to decide whether to undergo such treatment, or not on their own, without a special “license” from the husband. Another, much more vintage case occurring in the state of Massachusetts, McClallen v. Adams, was decided upon an older maxim, upon which if one lodges anybody to the skilled hands of a doctor, the latter “may know better” and so will not be liable even for thanatoid consequences deriving from the patient’s condition\textsuperscript{40}. The Carstens and Jenney cases generated a prototype of a legal concept, which after a century was tentatively called “a right to patient’s autonomy”, or, as a 1960s penumbra called “a patient’s right to know”\textsuperscript{41} which despite being a relatively new one, possesses a substantial vintage background. The “first wave” of cases concerning patient’s autonomy made early commentators conclude that the patient should be the final arbiter to decide what to do with his body\textsuperscript{42}, and thus, upon the rapidly developing common law, the physician won’t be liable for non-treatment having no authority for forcible treatment under ordinary circumstances\textsuperscript{43}. The first modification to the announced rules concerned an unconscious state of the patient, where it would be impossible to obtain his consent. In several decades, this turn was explained to have a connexion with the widespread of general anesthesia\textsuperscript{44}. The 1920s and 1930s commentators seemed to uphold this position\textsuperscript{45}, but there was no uniformity in respect with the issue of whether the doctor, as stated in Bennan v. Parsonnet, could be the patient’s representative to decide while the latter lies out of consciousness on the operating table\textsuperscript{46}. In that case, plaintiff went to defendant to be operated on a rupture in his left groin. After he was put under an anesthetic, one of the surgeons discovered a substantially more serious rupture in his right groin. The second operation was to be performed on the following day, but the patient declined and later brought an action for battery. The Court (opinion by Garrison, J.), considered the issue of unconsciousness upon the state of which consent could not be practically obtained; it was held that while one being out of consciousness, there has to be a person acting on his behalf, and if no such person is chosen, than the doctor may be such. Being in lack of case authorities in respect with emergencies, the Court found that surgeon acted for patient’s benefit and thus reversed the judgment\textsuperscript{47}. Another milestone was Schloendorff v. The Society of New York Hospital, a New York case, which arose two fundamental issues, namely a) liability for unauthorized surgery and the distinction of tortfeasor’s acts upon theories of negligence and assault/battery; b) the liability of a non-profit or charitable body for negligent and other tortious acts done by physicians as well as other visiting staff who voluntarily operated within it’s premises\textsuperscript{48}. The facts were the following: a poor woman went to a charitable hospital complaining on a stomach ailment. Within several weeks, the physicians discovered a lump appearing to be a fibroid tumor. One of the doctors advised an operation, but the others informed her that the specificities of the lump could not be traced unless a further examination is performed; she consented to it but insisted not to perform any surgery. On the next day, within the examination with ether administered, the doctors removed the tumor while the plaintiff was unconscious, so she commenced a suit alleging the operation caused a gangrene on her arm which brought to the loss of several fingers\textsuperscript{49}. Firstly the court went on to discuss charitable hospital liability and found that defendant: 1) as a corporate body, is exempt from liability since it becomes a sort of benefactor for the person accepting it waives pretentions, the payments are not commerce but are done to maintain charitable bodies; later, in New York, the same principle was applied to private and profit-making hospitals immune as well\textsuperscript{50} (but this was not the same in other US states); 2) a charitable hospital may not be liable for its visiting staff’s negligence and other tortious acts since these people are not servants in the actual sense of the word\textsuperscript{51}; and thus the staff could be personally liable only. The said rule concerning the exemption from liability of a charity or other type of non-profit hospital had a reflection in both American\textsuperscript{52}, Canadian\textsuperscript{53} and English common law, as well as in Scotland\textsuperscript{54} and other commonwealth states\textsuperscript{55}. In US, the rule was not applied in case of concluding contracts between profit-making hospitals with patients, or with other institutions where the former were to furnish medical service for people of some particular occupations, such as sportsmen or workmen — in such case, the hospital could not escape liability for its servant’s negligence; in most states, the “Schloendorff rule” was not applied to profit-making infirmaries\textsuperscript{56}. The rule concerning exemption of a board from liability, nicknamed as the “Schloendorff rule” was declared abortive in Bing v Thunig, a 1957 New York decision, charging hospitals to be liable for the wrongs done by their employees regardless of their legal stat-
tus – be it a charitable or profit-making establishment\textsuperscript{87}. Apparently, such wrongs would include technical battery within the meaning of some unauthorized treatment or procedure as well\textsuperscript{35}. Concerning the second issue, namely the unconsented surgery, the Court outlined the following: the patient is the final arbiter of what interference could be applied to his body, in case of mature age and sound mind; thus plaintiff didn’t maintain action since plaintiff didn’t commence a nonsuit against physician(s) who operated on her unbeknownst to her and the hospital, upon the Hillyer-inspired rule was not liable for their acts even if such were tortious\textsuperscript{50}.

As the twentieth century progressed, the consent doctrine was upgraded with its “intelligent” side, mainly known as “informed consent”. In general\textsuperscript{69}, it is a classic consent to treatment with a) a patient’s full comprehension of the scope and extent of the medical procedures; b) the physician’s duty to inform the patient on the scope of the treatment and “full and frank” disclosure of any hazards which might occur within the treatment; this was the key point of the cases which seemingly commenced the “informed consent” doctrine, namely Salgo v. Leland Stanford Bd. etc. Trustees as well as Nathanson v. Cline, adjudicated in 1957 and 1960 in the states of California and Kansas respectively\textsuperscript{61}. These are the most outstanding, but not the first cases to arise the given issue, but the said two are ones where the Courts amalgamated the basic rules of the informed consent. Various approaches had been held by the mid-\textsuperscript{20}th century commentators concerning the topic, but I would stick to the custom view upon which, I suppose, the informed consent combines two constituents: the first is the basic consent, which was pretty much discussed in Schloendorff and subsequent cases; and the second is a fiduciary duty of the physician to disclose all information concerning the patient’s condition and process of treatment\textsuperscript{62}, the methods applied, potential hazards and all related issues; in fact, in a number of US cases way before the Salgo and Nathanson were adjudicated; thus, where the doctor failed to reveal such information, deceived the plaintiff or concealed the information on purpose, it was held to be actionable\textsuperscript{63}. The so-called “duty to warn”, mainly known to medical law by the English case of Bolam which could be found in other cases concerning actions for professional negligence\textsuperscript{64}; though there, the consent is not a consent given from one person to another, but a presumption of plaintiff’s own due care for himself not to be injured\textsuperscript{65}. In some actions for malpractice, like, for instance, in Ray v. Scheibert, a 1969 Tennessee case, the issue of informed consent was blinded by the issue of physician’s liability for concealing his negligence, but continuing treatment to which plaintiff impliedly consented by subjecting himself to procedures\textsuperscript{66}. The two cases mentioned hereinabove represented a newly-born model upon which the facts represented by the physician to the patient (apparently, the presupposed plaintiff in such action for malpractice/battery) lead to this “intelligent” consent\textsuperscript{67}. At federal level, the informed consent doctrine was widely observed in the outstanding case of Canterbury v. Spence which was adjudicated in 1972\textsuperscript{68} though some cases involving actions for unconsented surgery and treatment occurred some decades before. In England, the common law concerning the informed consent seemed to arise around 1957; at the beginnings, it would seem more like a fiduciary or protocol duty of a physician, which, I think, could be displayed in terms of brevity as “duty to warn”, but not rather a real choice of the patient, whether to consent to some operation, or not to\textsuperscript{69}; such “right to autonomy” was not considered as a common law right until late 1980s\textsuperscript{70}. The Canadian cases on consent to treatment and the concept of informed consent will be the main subject of the next chapters of the paper, but in the matter of brevity, I have to outline that the “compound” consent theory was announced in mid-\textsuperscript{20}th century\textsuperscript{71} though the full crystallization of it occurred only in the mid 1960s and the subsequent decade\textsuperscript{72}; but in fact, the cases concerning various features of the patient’s autonomy, involving the basic subject of consent to surgery occurred substantially earlier. The descent of Canadian informed consent doctrine, upon the 1970s judgments, is quite close to the United States interpretation of the doctrine\textsuperscript{73}; but in the 1970s, some Canadian courts tried to draw a distinction between the action against a physician for battery and negligence: an unconsented surgery would constitute a battery; whereas a doctor’s failure to obtain informed consent and warn plaintiff on possible consequences would constitute negligence\textsuperscript{74}. As in the United States, this distinction, announced in Kelly v. Hazlett, a 1976 decision being overruled four years later, did not become uniform at once\textsuperscript{75}, but was adopted as such in Reibl v. Hughes\textsuperscript{76}. The Australian decisions, apart from the American and Canadian, are younger and their informed consent doctrine seems to be originating majorly from England, and to a certain extent, from Canada and United States\textsuperscript{77}. The scope of what is “informed consent” actually supposed to be is also questionable. For instance, if it creates a common law right to patient’s autonomy, than it’s suggested to involve the patient’s right to access to his health records and seems to involve physician’s duty to disclose them\textsuperscript{78}, as well as keep them confidential\textsuperscript{79}. Reviewing the subject in the United Kingdom, Mr. Dworkin called it “extended confidence” in the 1970s\textsuperscript{80}. In fact, the United Kingdom had a very tricky legacy on the subject, initially not recognizing a patient’s common law right to access\textsuperscript{81}, then in 1978 the House of Lords recognized it and overruled several previous decisions\textsuperscript{82}; at the same time, the right to access to records being in possession of municipal authorities, involving medical ones still remained qualified and restricted\textsuperscript{83}, the same could be attributed to the inspection of medical records by solicitors and counsel if there were foundations to records that they might dispose medical records outside the scope of certain legal proceedings\textsuperscript{84}. The English common law implies that some files concerning the orders for treatment and some minor internal hospital information, not generally relating to one’s state of health, be it an ordinary inspection or for trial, may be privileged too\textsuperscript{85}. The Scottish common law also does not lodge a common law right for unlimited inspection and of hospital records\textsuperscript{86}, but in case it is proved to be used for trial, a court order may unveil them\textsuperscript{87}. The inhibition to reveal of patient’s “medical secrets” with few qualifications, seems to be of quite vintage nature as well\textsuperscript{88}. The personal data attributing to patient are also bound to be disclosed and disseminated, be it some sensitive data in the patient’s record file\textsuperscript{89}, an X-ray\textsuperscript{90} or a photo: in an American case from Pennsylvania, Clayman v. Bernstein, a woman with a distorted face resulting from an unspecified illness sued to restrain a physi-
The court recognized that an individual has the right to decide whether that which is his shall be given to the public and not only to restrict and limit but also to withhold absolutely his talents, property, or other subjects of the right of privacy from all dissemination. The facial characteristics or peculiar caste of one’s features whether normal or distorted, belong to the individual and may not be reproduced without his permission\textsuperscript{91}. This was not the solitary case dealing with somewhat similar circumstances\textsuperscript{92}.

The right to autonomy as an extension of the right to privacy: basic findings. Before I proceed to the cases involving the issue of unconsented treatment in the state of Canada I have to say a few words concerning correlation of unconsented treatment, right to autonomy and the extension of common law right to privacy. Both of such are primarily regarded as common law rights. It would be intelligible to say that not all commonwealths have adopted a separate privacy tort, which is majorly a prerogative of the United States law; the Canadian privacy tort, if such actually may exist and is recognized both at federal and province level is questionable to subsist as a separate one. At least after courts of several Canadian provinces recognized it as such\textsuperscript{93} though definitely not omnipresently\textsuperscript{84}, it was proposed to subdivide the normative-descriptive content of the term “privacy” into public and private wherein the former category would relate to criminal appeals involving unreasonable seizure or, for instance, admissibility of one’s personal data as evidence for trial\textsuperscript{95} (however, I should remark that admissibility of surveillance-originating evidence was also put before Canadian courts in civil actions\textsuperscript{96}), while the latter is attributed to privacy violations in the way it exists in American common law, that is, in civil actions to recover damages for disclosure of one’s personal information, unconsented disposal of name, photograph or related subjects and commercial appropriation of likeness\textsuperscript{97}. A similar distinction was made by American courts as well\textsuperscript{98}. The latter category, upon the interpretation of the Supreme Court of Canada in R. v. Dyment, encompasses privacy in information and privacy of the body\textsuperscript{99}. As we’re concerned about the latter part of privacy violations in Canada, it has to be denoted that the tort of privacy in this state does not possess an aged history. Apart from unconsented surgery, earlier specimen of “quasi-recognition”\textsuperscript{100} of right to privacy in Canada those days has frequently involved public disclosure of private correspondence\textsuperscript{101}, blacklisting of workmen or merchants\textsuperscript{102}, mental anguish resulting from a relative’s corpse mutilation\textsuperscript{103} as well as unauthorized autopsies or post-mortems\textsuperscript{104}. The tort of privacy invasion in Canada, upon a display by a number of Canadian commentators\textsuperscript{105} had its best and efficient evolvement in the province of Quebec starting from mid 1960s. The outstanding Canadian cases featuring a privacy violation represent an "extended" pass-off\textsuperscript{106}, being a commercial appropriation of likeness by defendants\textsuperscript{107}; an unauthorized use of a photograph; surveillance\textsuperscript{108}; a combined nuisance\textsuperscript{109}; or basic public disclosure of private facts\textsuperscript{110}. The extended pass-off, being sometimes referred to as “a business tort”, upon the view of Canadian commentators, doesn’t derive from common law legacy of privacy, more likely to be originating from proprietary rights\textsuperscript{111}. However, in my point of view, even regardless of the Canadian pass-off cases were later referred as privacy cases, the abovementioned position is grounded upon the commonwealth descent of the tort which initially didn’t have any connexions with privacy violations as the tort, in fact, was designed to prevent fraud, but not a privacy violation\textsuperscript{112}, and secondly, the leading cases on a pass-off concerning appropriation of likeness were decided upon other foundations, though it would be unfair to say that it was totally blinded: e.g. in Henderson v. Radio Corp., an classic Australian privacy case, this issue was raised\textsuperscript{113} and Krouse v. Chrysler Canada Ltd., one of the “leading” Canadian privacy cases\textsuperscript{114}. However, the English authorities, namely Tolley v. J.S. Fry & Sons Ltd. as well as Sim v. H.J. Heinz Ltd. were deaf in respect with the privacy issue, both being adjudicated on grounds of libel\textsuperscript{115}. Some commentators claimed that the Canadian law recognized a statute-originating right to privacy, but this discussion is off the point herein; what is more, some commentators claimed that the Canadian interpretation of the right to privacy may have French routes\textsuperscript{116}. Upon the given arguments, it is quite sufficient to say that the majority of the Canadian provinces and federal courts recognize a common law right to privacy though the approaches of its descent may be somehow divergent. Upon the Supreme Court’s elucidation in R v. Dyment and several earlier cases it would be intelligible to say that the right to autonomy in its scope to informed consent (as body integrity) and access to medical records (informational privacy) distinctly derives from the right to privacy. The same could be argued in the common law of the States: in Re Conroy, the Supreme Court of New Jersey emphasized a correlation between plaintiff’s right to autonomy and common law right to privacy upon the view emerging from the celebrated Supreme Court decisions in Griswold v. Connecticut and Roe v. Wade\textsuperscript{117}. In Eichner v. Dillon an elderly priest being in custody for his brother-in religion who after an unsuccessful surgery fell into coma, and he brought up proceedings in order to excise the latter’s life supporting systems, it is quite sufficient to say that the majority of the Canadian provinces and federal courts recognize a common law right to privacy though the approaches of its descent may be somehow divergent. Upon the Supreme Court’s elucidation in R v. Dyment and several earlier cases it would be intelligible to say that the right to autonomy in its scope to informed consent (as body integrity) and access to medical records (informational privacy) distinctly derives from the right to privacy. The same could be argued in the common law of the States: in Re Conroy, the Supreme Court of New Jersey emphasized a correlation between plaintiff’s right to autonomy and common law right to privacy upon the view emerging from the celebrated Supreme Court decisions in Griswold v. Connecticut and Roe v. Wade\textsuperscript{117}. In Eichner v. Dillon an elderly priest being in custody for his brother-in religion who after an unsuccessful surgery fell into coma, and he brought up proceedings in order to excise the latter’s life supporting systems, and the Court found that such refusal of treatment rests on the constitutional right to privacy\textsuperscript{91}. This was not the solitary case dealing with somewhat similar circumstances\textsuperscript{92}.

A Griswold-like position was adopted by the Supreme Court of Ireland in McGee v. Attorney General & Another, where the Court explicitly recognized the decision of the family to have kids deriving from “privacy of the husband and wife relationship”\textsuperscript{118}. A similar view already subsists in international human rights case law deriving from the practice of the European Court of Human Rights, namely in the judgments of Pretty v. United Kingdom\textsuperscript{122}, J.W. of Moscow v. Russia\textsuperscript{123}, A., B. and C. v. Ireland\textsuperscript{124} as well as Arskaya v. Ukraine\textsuperscript{125} where the Court adjudicated the decisions on basis of an alleged breach of right to privacy. Patient’s right to access to his personal information was also a subject of the Gaskin trial in the late 80s\textsuperscript{126}. The same was the conclusion of the Human Rights Committee in Mellet v. Ireland\textsuperscript{127} (though it is not a court, it’s apparent that the finding of the said body would augment plaintiff’s
position at trial). What as to Australian cases, despite there has been a lot of them concerning informed consent in the last decade, they do not seem to be helpful to tie the right to privacy and the right to autonomy as I clarified above by means of Canadian, American and European Court’s practice: the right to privacy hasn’t received an overall recognition in Australian common law\(^\text{128}\); the earlier Australian cases on the said subject had been adjudicated on basis of negligence\(^\text{129}\). The same goes to New Zealand which possesses little common law on the subject\(^\text{130}\) in spite of certainly having some common law legacy in privacy law\(^\text{131}\). The vintage and more recent United States cases concerning the patient’s right to withstand the publication of his/her personal information were clearly indicated as privacy cases and patient’s right not to give out this sensitive information\(^\text{132}\) was later regarded as a part of the right to autonomy\(^\text{133}\). In Germany, in an outstanding decision on the legality and criminalization of abortions, the Federal Constitution Court considered the women’s pregnancy on basis of the right to privacy but held that unless the embryo could be only a constituent of a woman’s body, than the courts and legislature could not interfere, but since, upon it’s thought it was not, and was considered as an independent human being, there had to be a substantial justifying cause of doing an abortion\(^\text{134}\). Hence upon the existing case legacy it would be intelligible to conclude that the right to autonomy derives from the common law right to privacy even upon the decisions in jurisdictions who (at least partially) recognize the privacy tort.

**Canadian legacy of informed consent.** At present time, Canadian common law is proud to possess a handful of exclusive cases on the subject of unconsented surgery and therapy, having various influences and influencing a number of other commonwealths’ law as well. The confidence of a patient-physician relationship that is of vintage nature\(^\text{135}\), is firmly disposed in Canadian common law as well\(^\text{136}\). It is also well settled in the Canadian common law that the doctor is expected to possess ordinary skill and cannot be the guarantor of successful treatment\(^\text{137}\). Some learned Canadian lawyers claim that the burst of the informed consent cases in the Canadian common law broke out in the mid-to-late 1970s and the early 80s and one of the most frequent failures in the patient-physician relationship is a lack, or even let us say, absence of adequate contact between parties\(^\text{138}\). So, is there a uniform recognition of the informed consent concept in Canada? At least, there wasn’t as of 1980\(^\text{139}\). Let the cases be subdivided into two folders: the ones being actions involving lack of a basic consent to treatment and the more contemporary ones featuring a lack of “informed” consent in the fashion of the patient as the potential plaintiff was not informed on the hazardous consequences of the treatment. Upon the conclusion of the chapter we’ll conduct a brief analysis of the impact of Canadian cases on other commonwealth common law.

It would be intelligible to say that the province of Quebec did not only found the Canadian common law right to privacy, but the Quebec courts contributed a lot to the informed consent’s doctrine\(^\text{140}\). The earliest Canadian case recorded on the subject is Parnell v. Springle being adjudicated in 1899 at the Superior Court of the District of Montreal\(^\text{141}\). The facts were simple: a woman complained on some womb derangement and the surgeon after examining her advised to execute an operation claiming it would be a minor one. After she was put under anesthetics and the team of doctors uncovered the abdomen they noticed the deterioration condition of her reproductive organs and after negotiating the doctors decided to remove both of her ovaries to save her life. The woman claimed 1999 Dollar damages for becoming sterile but the Court found such interference would be justified as a) plaintiff unconscious and b) this was necessary for the benefit of patient\(^\text{142}\). In fact, the same inferences were made by J. in Bennan v. Parsonnet, one of the principal American cases on the unconsented treatment\(^\text{143}\). The following case is Caron v. Gagnon, or Caron c. Gagnon (as it was originally reported in French) being adjudicated in Quebec as well\(^\text{144}\). There, plaintiff, a young woman suffered a collapsing stroke of appendicitis and Gagnon, the physician, to whom the husband brought her, successfully operated upon it. Gagnon discovered that the ovaries were in a deteriorating condition and concluded that if not removed, the removal of the said would be compulsory very soon. The woman brought an action against the physician for becoming sterile\(^\text{145}\). The doctor responded that he actually informed the husband who was alleged to have paid him and gratified Gagnon for his efforts; upon the later evidence, the husband authorized Gagnon to operate on appendicitis and fully approved his discretion, upon the fact of the ovaries removal the husband explicitly upheld the physician’s judgment (see. para. 35–40). What is of particular interest, the action was filed on basis of an old negligence statute in the same fashion it was done later in Robbins v. Canadian Broadcasting Corp.\(^\text{146}\). Moreover, in Beausoleil, a much later case on unauthorized anesthetic injection that brought to paralysis, Owen, J. referred to the same statute affirming the fault of the physician\(^\text{147}\). The fact was the ovaries removal was truly an unauthorized extension of the planned surgery, but the Court admitted the doctor did well in that case as the situation was urgent and so found for defendant. This case is also presumed to have at least some French influence\(^\text{148}\).

The next handful of cases featured more extended discussion on unconsented treatment and were more US and UK-influenced. The case of Kenny v. Lockwood, in spite of not recognizing physician’s liability for the lack of informed consent was thereafter rendered as a classics of early informed consent doctrine\(^\text{149}\). A number of American commentators also paid attention on this Canadian case in the digest of the US court decisions on the subject. In the Kenny case, a young woman having a lump on the palm which appeared to be a contracture. The physicians represented that the operation was supposed to be simple and that plaintiff would be fine within several days though had not attend the hospital for three weeks for full recovery. The action was filed for deceit/fraud. Stoddard, one of the surgeons being employed in the clinics admitted to conceal all conjectural hazards of the operation which appeared to be deteriorating. Hodgins, J., found that there was no such fiduciary duty to disclose the said hazards especially if they may be so destructive and concluded that no fraud or deceit occurred from the side of the appellants; in his partially dissenting opinion, Magee, J.A. said he would find a physician’s fiduciary duty to disclose the potential
risks of the operation and so would find Stoddard liable solely. The dicta on patient-physician relationship and doctor’s liability for lack of informed consent in the said decision were of certain importance for Canadian common law\(^{152}\), though a handful of case commentators found the reluctance of the Court to recognize a necessity to disclose the information to be outdated\(^{153}\), though I’m not confident to say that would be equitable to compare a 1932 decision with a 1970s or 80s decision. Besides, I’m pretty confident that the principle of non-liability for non-disclosure of quite remote and uncommon risks, at least in dentistry, that are not likely to occur aggravated by adequate physician’s care still exists in modern Canadian common law\(^{154}\) albeit it is firmly denied in several Canadian decisions involving actions for lack of informed consent within dentistry as well\(^{155}\). The principle of informed consent foreseen in Kenny v. Lockwood was appraised in Hopp v. Lepp, one of the leading Canadian cases on the subject\(^{156}\). The next 30s case is Marshall v. Curry\(^{157}\). The facts of the case were quite sad: plaintiff, a 52-year-old sole mariner had a severe casualty in his 20s which seriously impaired his health. His spine was fractured and the injury caused other signaling problems. In his late 30s, in 1921, Marshall came to defendant and that time he was already deteriorated: apart from the old fractures he was nearly unable to control his bowel as it was already paralyzed and he wore a rubber urinal. Then, he underwent bladder treatment. Seven years passed and the plaintiff was literally rotting alive and had severe problems with his kidneys and bladder wherefrom defendant had to drain lots of pus; plaintiff underwent a number of operations and permanently resided in hospital from winter to summer 1929; in July 1929 he asked to remove a hernia; within this operation his testicle was removed unconsently – the plaintiff was not notified in beforehand\(^{158}\). Plaintiff didn’t sue for this act until late 1931; and defendant, upon his own testimony, recalled the 1929 hernia operation and stated he had to obliterate the inguinal canal and that upon the testicle examination, it had multiple abscesses and so it would become gangrenous anytime soon bringing to blood poisoning and apparent death in the near future. The doctor recalled several operations afterwards and claimed Marshall’s health to have improved thereafter. The Court (per Chrisholm, J) agreed that extension of the operation was demanded despite no implied or an express consent was given. For the principal time in Canadian common law on the subject the Court held a pretty able discussion on surgeon’s liability to unconsented surgery. Firstly, the Court observed quite an obscure (being allegedly unreported\(^{159}\)) case of Beatty v. Cullingworth, a 1896 Queen’s Bench Division decision\(^{160}\) which was a suit against a physician for a double ovariectomy. Then, the Court turned to American classics, Pratt v. Davis, an early reproductive law decision where a physician unconsently removed an epileptic woman’s uterus not once deceiving her on what he was intending to perform as to the treatment\(^{161}\); in fact, in Pratt, the Court observed the question of emergency, as well as the capacity for consent; but this remained a dictum since in the Pratt case the operation was not emergent and so the doctor was held to be liable; then turning to Mohr, Benman, Schloendorff as well as a number of others and the two abovementioned Quebec cases. Then, at p. 274, the Court announced a set of rules upon which 1) prior consent to surgery and any examination is mandatory; 2) the consent may be express or implied, the inhibition of operation is not anyhow a consent; 3) the implied consent may derive from a set of preliminary circumstances, and the Court firmly withdrew the Benman dictum upon which surgeon is a supposed representative of patient. Upon the case at bar, the Court found a) the operation was necessary upon the conditions described by the defendant and his colleagues as expert witnesses; b) the battery, even is such was proved, was barred by the statute of limitations. Therefore, plaintiff didn’t prevail in action, but the case remained a valuable unit for the evolvement of informed consent doctrine\(^{162}\). There was a number of less known unconsented surgery cases in the above said time fragmenton. In Winn v. Alexander et al., a surgeon performed a Caesarian to a female plaintiff in 1931. Eight years after, plaintiff’s health declined and within another operation, the surgeon discovered that the former physician left a sponge in her body; he was also alleged to have resected plaintiff’s fallopian tubes making her thereafter unable to become pregnant; the claim was adjudicated under the doctrine of assault which enabled declaring the defendant liable, as the bar of limitations upon the Medical act was adjusted to negligence. In fact, the assault limitation was overdue as well unless there was a concealment of the cause of action, but the Court found it was; the hospital was not held to be liable on basis of Hillyer and a subsequent case in Canada\(^{163}\); even in spite of existing Canadian decisions disapproving it\(^{164}\). To our misfortune, the case report is relatively small and seems to be condensed; therefore it is impossible to say more on the gist of the said decision. Nearly to the same effect was the late 40s case of Murray v. McMurphy where a surgeon was sued by a woman who was a victim of an unauthorized sterilization within a caesarian. She didn’t give any consent to the said manipulation and didn’t anyhow asked for it; the Court made an examination of Benman v. Parsonett, Marshall v. Curry and the Parmley trials which are to be discussed below and decided that as there was no urgent need to perform the said manipulation, the acts made by the surgeon constituted a trespass to person and so plaintiff recovered\(^{165}\). The 1940s–60s cases feature more firm assumptions on informed consent that was based upon American and already existing Canadian cases. Moreover, the right to autonomy was penumbrally recognized in the appeal of the Parmley cascade of cases. The history started in early 1943 when a young woman, Yule, being pregnant went to the dentist, Fred Parmley and desired to extract two teeth, both in a badly condition. On, or about the same time she was advised to undergo tonsillecottony to which she consented; the doctor advised to postpone treatment until she would give birth to the child and perform it in a hospital; and after the birth plaintiff was advised to articulate the procedure with the tonsils removal to which she assented. Parmley told he would assist in arranging this and so he took his brother Bob employed as a hospital dentist. Parmley’s brother was misled in the view he had to remove all the upper jaw teeth; he didn’t talk to plaintiff and didn’t receive any instructions from her; nor he did receive any from his brother. Believing he was authorized to do so by the fact of plaintiff’s consent to undergo treatment, he removed all
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upper teeth. This brought to the suit against him. The British Columbia Court (per Coady, J) went on to the question of damages for the lost teeth finding that the dentist was guilty of negligence. Defendant brought an appeal, assuming his negligence was not willful. At that trial, the evidence disclosed that the doctor didn’t clearly hint his brother what teeth should he remove and so he comprehended it as he has to extract all of them. The dentist, upon his own examination found much more teeth to be decayed (see appeal, at p. 319–320). Finally, the doctor confessed having let his brother to take out all the teeth. The Court announced the basic autonomy rule, referring to Schloendorn and Marshall dictum; and upon all the evidence introduced, both physicians were found to be negligent.

The last of the triad featured an appeal to the Supreme Court of Canada. Estey, J., held that there was no authorization for the dentist to act in the way he did. The Court said: “The conclusion appears unavoidable that both of the parties hereto, particularly in the operating room, failed to recognize the right of a patient, when consulting a professional man in the practice of his profession, to have an examination, a diagnosis, advice and consultations, and that thereafter it is for the patient to determine what, if any, operation or treatment shall be proceeded with [authorities omitted]”. If I had gone so far with said case triad, I probably should cite what was said by Lord Scarman in Sidaway v. Bethlem Royal Hospital: “The right of “self-determination” – the description applied by some to what is no more and no less than the right of a patient to determine for himself whether he will or will not accept the doctor’s advice – is vividly illustrated where the treatment recommended is surgery. A doctor who operates without the consent of his patient is, save in cases of emergency or mental disability, guilty of the civil wrong of trespass to the person: he is also guilty of the criminal offence of assault. The existence of the patient’s right to make his own decision, which may be seen as a basic human right protected by the common law, is the reason why a doctrine embodying a right of the patient to be informed of the risks of surgical treatment has been developed in some jurisdictions in the U.S.A. and has found favour with the Supreme Court of Canada.” (at p. 10 there was a reference to the Supreme Court’s decision in Reibl v. Hughes so I’m convinced that was the case impliedly referred to in the passage above). Then, having analyzed all the American rules of consent and the qualification of emergency, the Court came to a conclusion that there was no evidence that the removed teeth could not be successfully treated; the defendants were both held equally liable in a trespass to person. In fact, the House of Lords definition does not really differ from the Parmley one in respect with the patient’s right to decide, but at the same time, the Parmley definition lacks the “intelligence” element on warning concerning the operation risks – that’s what was augmented in Reibl. Still, the Parmley decision was invaluable for the further development of the informed consent doctrine.

The 1950s and 60s featured another handful of cases before the “eruption”, as Picard called it, of “informed consent” cases stroke the Canadian courtrooms. In Sylvester v. Crits, a decision having a cascade of appeals, a minor being at the time of the casualty at age 7–8, was given accommodation in an Ontario hospital where he was supposed to undergo a tonsillectomy. Before the operation, he was sedated and prepared for the surgery; owing to the type of operation, the doctors decided to use gaseous anesthetic being a mixture of oxygen and ether (the said was still disposed those days). Both anesthetics were lodged by means of tubes via a Maggil pipe to a special oxygen mask being supplied from an oxygen tank and a ether container, the latter being located near the boy’s head. The vapor, being the mix of ether and oxygen was led to the patient’s trachea to supply the anestheziation; but the exact correlation of gaseous substances was not recorded or determined. Right after the induction of the blend, the boy became cyanosed which compelled the doctors to dislodge the oxygen tube from the ether container, filled in the oxygen bag with pure oxygen and then the patient’s respiration went normal; but apparently the doctors needed to lodge ether back; when disconnecting the oxygen bag, there was an explosion causing severe damages to the child. Upon the existing evidence, it was caused by an electric spark setting the ether-oxygen blend which was escaping from the ether can while the Maggil tube was dislodged. The son and the father sued for negligence; the trial court found for defendant; on appeal only the anesthetist was found to be liable as the hospital was not found to be responsible for the casualty, since firstly, he was not an employee of the hospital, and secondly, it could not be blamed for foul techniques supplied to the unfortunate procedure, as evidence disclosed that the doctors were negligent in disposing the techniques; the Supreme Court affirmed the appellate court decision; the case comment disclosed that the doctors failed to warn the patient on the possibility of such explosion, but the informed consent issue was blinded by the subject of determining the evidence of doctors’ negligence.

The next case, Beausoleil v. Sisters of the Charity of Providence (in French it was designated as Beausoleil v la Communauté des Soeur de la Charite de la providence, but let us dispose English names as the paper is in English), involves an anesthesia failure. The said case, being originally reported in French, features “French” routes of the Canadian informed consent doctrine as the report displays a long discussion on the proof of the physician’s fault rather than an analysis of Canadian and American cases on the subject. Plaintiff was a young unmarried woman who complained on spinal ache and upon advice of an orthopedic surgeon who found a disc operation to be carried out, was hospitalized. She desired to have a general anesthetic injected and respectively told so to the operating surgeon, who advised her to say the same to the anesthesiologist. Then one Dr. Forest, the chief anesthesiologist entered the operating room and tried to convince the plaintiff to submit to the spinal anesthesia; when Dr. Cusson, the anesthesiologist asked the staff to proceed with the general one, he was told that the spinal one had been already administered. The operation was unsuccessful which brought to permanent paralysis of the woman’s legs. Finally she consented to it; such hazard as a blockage causing future paralysis was rare and this probably made the physicians avoid warning the plaintiff of its possibility. The Court turned to discuss the patient-physi-

The case of Beausoleil being a pre-Hopp/Reibl classics of informed consent, for some reasons, did not receive major coverage from Canadian and foreign scholars, who mainly relied on the two abovesaid cases to discuss on general rules. Another 60s case, Halushka v. University of Saskatchewan featured more American, as well as “domestic” approaches to the informed consent doctrine. Plaintiff, a student desiring to earn light money, decided to take part in an experiment for which he was expected to be paid 50 Dollars. Walter Halushka was brought to the University by advice of a local employment office which proposed him to become a subject of a medical test. At the anesthesia department of the University he met the doctor, appellant who told him they would like to approbate a new drug and that he would have nothing to worry about as the test was safe. Walter signed a consent form, upon which he released the examiners from any responsibility if any casualties would occur. In the course of the experiment, the young man experienced a complete cardiac arrest; having nearly died, he had been unconscious for four days and was treated for around two weeks before recovering. The anesthetic that Walter had been tested on, the Fluoromar, was thereupon aborted from clinical use; after the casualty, plaintiff experienced a decline of his mental abilities and had to quit studies; all of this resulting in bringing a suit for trespass against the examiners. Deciding the case, the Court said that the consent of the patient to undergo treatment, or a similar procedure, like in the instant case should not be as an ordinary consent (Walter surely did consent to this experiment but seemingly wasn’t informed he might die in its course), and referred to Parmley and Kenny decisions, as well as the then-contemporary American cases and stated that the medical research experiment standards of care would not differ from ones applicable to ordinary medical treatment; since the physicians did not disclose all the potential risks and harms, they were held liable. What is notable, the Court also made a distinction between the ordinary consent and informed one, as well as the embrace of disclosed material. Besides, the Halushka case was disposed as a major authority in Koehler v. Cook, one of the lesser frequently cited cases, where the plaintiff lost smell in the course of the operation and in spite consenting to it asked on possible hazards, was told that the risk is minimal, and managed to recover.

The 60s overview would be summed up by the case of Martel v. Hotel Dieu St-Vallier, which was very similar to Beausoleil by the circumstances. Plaintiff, a 49-year-old man undertook treatment involving a haemorrhoidectomy (that is, haemorrhoid removal). In the course of the operation, plaintiff was administered a dose of caudal anaesthesia. Despite the operation was carried out decently, the patient felt a failure of his lower limbs, being barely able to get up and walk. The neurological examination displayed Martel had paraparesis attributed to arachnoiditis of his horse tail, which was inflammated by a chemical cause. Regardless of further treatment, the ailment was not overcome and plaintiff commenced a suit against the suspected doctor and the hospital. This “suspected doctor” was apparently the anesthesiologist, who was found to be a regular employee receiving salary and accounts as a percentage of the fee which patients paid for painkiller. When being hospitalized, plaintiff, as any other patient signed a paper of consent to treatment; it was found there was no special contract between plaintiff and any separate physician, who didn’t consult his chosen surgeon, Dr. Emile Simard and so the said doctor had to act as any other employee of the hospital. The plaintiff did not employ any actual anaesthesiologist by a contract so the said doctor had to act with ordinary care as any other physician. The informed consent question was not strictly touched in the said case, but the only fact was: the patient signed a paper where he lodged his consent to execute operations which were required, but it was not revealed whether the doctor told the type of drug he intended to dispose (and what would that change, if he did?). The only statement considering this, that the anesthesia was injected upon the paper of consent to treatment; it was found there was no special contract between plaintiff and any separate physician relationship involving the scope of some unforeseen things to happen during the course of the treatment and found, upon the book of Crepeau that unconsented body interference is tortious unless done in some emergency; as Forest didn’t follow the instructions given by the patient, Casey, J. stated the doctor and the hospital were liable for negligence; Rinfret, J. was of the same view basing his opinion on the Canadian cases where patients sued hospitals (or the municipalities) for negligence which were held liable. He assumed that such though complexification was not frequent, it didn’t mean not to exist, and if it existed as such, it had to be foreseeable by the physicians. Turning to the question of the due care standard, the evidence of Dr. Lamoureux was examined: he told that there was a custom for an anesthesiologist to get acquainted with the patient and to learn his condition as well as body specifications (height, weight, complexion etc.) and then to speak to the doctor and decide on the anesthetics to be disposed; Forest did not do neither of this; upon a large set of other facts, he was found to be neglecting a wide range of his duties and so found to be negligent; the woman on the operating table really gave consent, but reluctantly and unwillingly: “Do as you like” – words which denote defeat, exhaustion, and an abandonment of the will power. The appeal was maintained.

Before the leading cases of Hopp v. Lepp and Reibl v. Hughes were adjudicated the 70s featured a wide variety of informed consent cases experiencing a number of various doctrine influences. The 70s also featured a large discussion on whether the physician has to disclose literally any information, or this may be subjected to the mental abilities or the occupation of the plaintiff patient (but wouldn’t that sound discriminatory?) or the risks to be dis-
closed should be material (meaning basically, may this damage be foreseen by the physicians upon their own experience and the existing medical practice and firm risks being known to doctors\textsuperscript{192}; or if once consent is given (tentatively, a "general" consent), it shouldn’t be given one more time even if there’s an extension of treatment (and I suspect, with quite a gross interference into plaintiff’s body)\textsuperscript{193}.

A somewhat prelude of these judgments happened in Male v. Hopmans, a 60s decision of the Ontario Court of Justice where a man suffering from osteomyelitis was hospitalized to have his meniscus removed. He was administered neomycin, but he never consented to administering it and was not warned on any adverse impacts of this antibiotic. As a result, his hearing was severely impaired (in fact, he became deaf) and so he sued the physician for negligent treatment. It was undoubted that plaintiff gave consent to treatment, but did not assent to the said antibiotic which besides was well known for adverse impact on hearing and kidney malfunction in 10 to 20 per cent cases.

The Court, however found not in the fashion of American to-date cases – Gale, C.J.H.C. said: “As to the requirement that the plaintiff ought to have been afforded an opportunity to render an informed and rational decision, I am confident that he would have been quite unable to appreciate and assess the different medical alternatives and their attendant hazards as described at the trial… […] The final consideration is the adverse effect upon the plaintiff’s morale that might well have resulted from the detailed explanations that would have been necessary had Dr. Hopmans attempted to do what the plaintiff’s counsel now urges he should have done”\textsuperscript{194}. Thus, the Court found for defendant.

The late 70s case, McLean v. Weir, is a brother of a New Zealand case of Smith v. Auckland Area Hospital Board\textsuperscript{195}; in both cases, plaintiffs underwent angiograms and in both the consequences were deplorable – in the New Zealand case plaintiff lost a leg, and in McLean plaintiff became quadriplegic (in fact, the Salgo case being considered one of the primary informed consent cases on the record was also an action for negligence on basis on an unsuccessful angiogram\textsuperscript{196}). Nevertheless the facts of McLean were quite sad: the plaintiff was diagnosed a progressive Reynaud’s phenomenon and in order the diagnosis to be precisely determined, his physician advised plaintiff to undertake an angiogram, the purpose of which akin to an X-ray, but is to display the circulatory system. To perform this procedure, the patient has to be administered a dye intravenously. Plaintiff’s procedure presupposed inserting a multitude of catheters into the veins under local anesthesia. In early 1973, defendant performed the angiogram of the left forearm when plaintiff experienced a severe pain in his right arm; therefore procedure was immediately terminated, but the patient had already encountered an injury\textsuperscript{197}. It was not known what actually happened, and the medical experts assumed it had to be a catheter escape to the patient’s spinal cord (in contrast with the techniques failure in McLean, in Smith v. Auckland Area Hospital Board, the opaque dye, presumably of indecent quality obliterated the blood flow in plaintiff’s leg causing it to be removed). The medical expert witnesses testified that such awful consequences could appear, and the physician should have known of such possibility but did not warn the plaintiff. As in Beausoleil and Halushka, the consequences of the operation were either seldom or unexpected; the Court found that the risk of palsy was not known, or barely known by radiologists in the early 1970s and the plaintiff had already been properly informed concerning the operation; what is more, the Court concluded that the principle announced in Kenny v. Lockwood concerning “a duty to warn” (just like in Bolam) was applicable only in case of well-known the hazards presupposed to occur, but not some “orphan” consequences; thus finding for defendant\textsuperscript{198}. This case was not followed in Reibl v. Hughes and Hopp v. Lepp. In fact, against the background of McLean, the Smith’s case looks much more prudent to modern informed consent doctrine as the physician therein was found to be liable for negligence although those complexifications from an indecent dye were also way not too frequent: at p. 247 (or alternatively, in an another report, at p. 196–197), Woodhouse, J. said the following: “The welfare of patients would not be secured if a doctor’s duty to warn about proposed treatments was to be considered in abstraction from the condition to which they were to be applied”\textsuperscript{199}. Therefore, it is apparent that soon or less the informed consent distinctions were to be condemned sooner or later; but in fact, this query was repeatedly brought up again\textsuperscript{200}. In Johnston v. Wellesley Hospital, a case with more similar facts, plaintiff, a 20-year-old young man suffering from active acne went to the hospital to have them removed after the advice of his treating physician; the acne were widespread on his cheeks and forehead; the procedure which was seemingly carried out imprudently causing him suffer from a multitude of scars and blisters all over his face; being a negligence case at first glance, it wasn’t entirely such, as at age 20 he still was not considered mature upon Canadian civil law and so, under ordinary circumstances, the consent of his parents would be required, but the Court decided he had enough mental capacity to decide for himself enacting the concept of “mature infant” which was majorly known upon the US case of Bonner v. Moran\textsuperscript{201}. Plaintiff managed to recover for negligence from the side of the hospital, but didn’t succeed in prevailing in action for assault\textsuperscript{202}.

In Zimmer v. Ringrose, being very much of traditional informed consent view, the plaintiff, a woman willing to undergo sterilization after deciding that she wouldn’t desire bearing more offspring having already two. The doctor told her there was a swift and modern method of sterilization which didn’t require hospitalization by using a silver nitrate paste, to which she accepted though without any written consent. The procedure was carried out in March 1973, and the woman was said that the appliance of nitrate would require an another procedure some months thereafter, which was done in June 1973; in September 1973 plaintiff was found to be pregnant again, went on abortion in Edmonton and afterwards underwent a tubal ligation in October 1973 executed by the same doctor. After the procedure, plaintiff’s health declined and was stabilized only by 1975\textsuperscript{203}. The medical experts’ testimony was that such method had lots of potential adverse effects and didn’t receive much clinical practice, moreover in case of pregnancy the misbirth chance toiled around 85 per cent. Thus, the Court found that the method disposed was seemingly exper-
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The next cases which contributed to the Canadian informed consent doctrine, being considered the leading ones (though definitely not the first ones), are Reibl v. Hughes and Hopp v. Lepp, being both adjudicated in 1980 by the Supreme Court of Canada. These cases, however did not have any extraordinary facts but were majorly known to apply a set of US general rules on the informed consent. For instance, the Canadian courts began to apply an “objective test” in actions for unconsented surgery in the fashion United States courts did slightly before. In Hopp v. Lepp, an elderly man from Alberta who was suffering from a spinal blockage was hospitalized to have an operation on a disc; defendant removed a part of the spinal disc between the 3rd and 4th lumbar vertebrae. After the said operation, a follow-up X-ray revealed that the blockage was removed, but in fact, it wasn’t completely removed as unfortunate man continued to suffer. Plaintiff was advised to apply to another neurosurgeon in Calgary who performed a very complicated operation known as laminectomy from the second to the fifth lumbar vertebrae of the patient, having discovered and excised lots of extruding disc material. The complications were discovered on basis of an extended exploration. Sadly, the plaintiff remained disabled, upon the finding that some of the root canal nerves were permanently damaged; plaintiff sued for battery and negligence, however the trial judge didn’t find enough evidence that the care of physicians could be pronounced negligent, either in diagnosis or in the performance of the operation (besides, very complicated one), or in post-operative care; no appeal from the plaintiff’s party came upon the negligence claim, it was based upon the lack of informed consent of the plaintiff and he managed to recover 15,000 Dollars.

The Court outlined that the defendant may prevail in action if demonstrates he acted with prudent and generally approved medical practice. Upon the given evidence defendant was found to be negligent; moreover, it was not the first trial against him: Mr. Ringrose, a gynecologist by profession seemed to experiment a lot with methods of sterilization, but all of them tragically concluded in filing lawsuits against him, namely by Colp and Cryderman, besides in all of the three cases Mr. Ringrose was sued for the same method of sterilization disposed in Colp, Cryderman and Zimmer. The facts of the other two cases did not majorly vary from Zimmer. In Cryderman, a woman desiring to be sterilized came to Mr. Ringrose and he carried out the same operation. It was not only unsuccessful, but the plaintiff became pregnant again and so had to undergo an abortion procedure (the evidence was conflicting upon which way it was performed). It was revealed that Mr. Ringrose found this “silver nitrate” method in an early 1970s medical journal and desired to approbate it, repeatedly representing it among his colleagues and fellows; perhaps before he had discovered the said method it was unknown or nearly unknown in Canada. The health of Mrs. Cryderman had declined badly. Though the case report doesn’t distinctly reveal the events concerning plaintiff’s unexpected pregnancy, it was suggested that not only the physician failed to inform her concerning his “experiments”, but he even did the abortion (via biopsy) unconsently. Upon Bolam, Halushka and a number of other related sources the Court found that the case at bar was the one of such nature where the informed consent is a must, especially when the procedure is highly risky, thus finding Ringrose liable. In fact, the 60s made a number of commentators to turn their attention on medical negligence concerning experiments where the informed consent was repeatedly discussed. These abovesaid cases, the Ringrose trials also being an action for battery (but transformed by the court to a count for malpractice) for not warning the woman that the method used didn’t guarantee total sterilization, had a substantial impact on the formation of Australian common law in regard with informed consent, in particular the case of F. v. R.

The Court discussed the gist of informed consent and assumed there had been Canadian legacy concerning his “experiments”, but he even did the abortion (via biopsy) unconsently. Upon Bolam, Halushka and a number of other related sources the Court found that the case at bar was the one of such nature where the informed consent is a must, especially when the procedure is highly risky, thus finding Ringrose liable. In fact, the 60s made a number of commentators to turn their attention on medical negligence concerning experiments where the informed consent was repeatedly discussed. These abovesaid cases, the Ringrose trials also being an action for battery (but transformed by the court to a count for malpractice) for not warning the woman that the method used didn’t guarantee total sterilization, had a substantial impact on the formation of Australian common law in regard with informed consent, in particular the case of F. v. R.

The Court, however found that the informed consent was not the negligent action to be sued for as there was not a query but is a duty which is obligatory regardless of it. The Court also examined the Lockwood trials emphasizing on the duty to disclose risks which seemingly was not developed in Canada into a system-based approach despite having such legacy but upon the Court’s view, was much better elaborated in the United States with a well-celebrated case of Canterbury v. Spence. Upon the Lockwood trials and Halushka, the Court recognized the informed consent doctrine outlining a classification of risks that was elaborated in the existing US and Canadian common law; the Court also found that the “duty to warn” which might be well recognized by Bolam, doesn’t arise from a query but is a duty which is obligatory regardless of it. The Court, however found that the informed consent was not the negligent action to be sued for as there was no facts affirming that the place of the operation (Lethbridge or Calgary) could be material at all, or the plaintiff put his consent to the operation depended anyhow on the choice of the city where the operation could be performed. Moreover, the trial judge’s finding that the permanent disability could have occurred resulting from the original con-
The next case, Reibl v. Hughes is one of the most outstanding leading cases on the subject in Canada. There, a man in his mid-40s being a year-and-a-half prior to his lifetime pension decided to undergo a surgery to have an occlusion of his left carotid artery removed; upon the description of the appeal and the instant case, plaintiff also suffered from repetitive headaches and hypertension (believing that the said surgery would relieve him from them as well). After being fed up with his deteriorating health in early 1969 he went to his wife’s physician, one Dr. Szabo, a Hungarian by origin as the plaintiff was, who advised undergoing an examination; herein plaintiff was found to have diabetes; after the examination he proceeded to work but his deterioration of health signaled and he was later advised to go to hospital for more examinations; there after being put on a diet his condition somehow improved, but not much since he still suffered from high pressure; upon the angiogram a blockage in his left carotid artery was found and it had to be excised as the blood flow was so severed it let out only 15 per cent of ordinary blood flow through the veins leading to the brain. Before the surgery plaintiff signed the consent form. Within the operation, or shortly after it Reibl suffered an insult causing him half-paralyzed and impotent. Such hazards were in the “risk list” of the operation though it was not very frequent. At trial Reibl managed to succeed in action recovering a surprising sum of 225 thousand dollars but the defendants appealed. The Ontario Court of Appeals made a number of findings. On that trial expert evidence by neurosurgeons revealed that around a tenth part of such operations brought to thanatoid consequences and that the plaintiff seemingly held a conversation on the content of the operation with the doctor, but evidence was pretty much conflicting in respect with the discussion of the risks, and the Court found that although it was not clear did Hughes refer to any statistics of casualties (as of the expert evidence it was 4% of deaths and around 10% of insults), or he just kept on to discuss how was the operation expected to be carried out, nevertheless it was concluded that Hughes said that it was up to Reibl to decide and Reibl consented. As I mentioned before, Reibl thought he would be relieved from headaches as well and go to work as soon as possible and the trial judge found that he misunderstood the scope of the operation (and in fact, his native language was Hungarian though he was able to speak English on a moderate level and comprehended it same but was unable to distinguish such words as “stroke”), but evidence displayed that defendant explained him that it was a confusion. Therefore, the Court found that plaintiff was anyway aware of the operation; dealing with the causes of action upon negligence and battery the Court dismissed both, as in the primary one the Court, upon a so-called “subjective test” found nothing indicated that entirely defendant’s negligence provoked plaintiff’s damages, and the battery claim had it’s defense in the fact that plaintiff actually consented to the general operation (and actually even signed some consent form, though it’s text was not present in the reports). The Court also said that the Lockwood trials and Male both involved issues of informed consent though not being filed for failure to disclose risks, but for negligence and battery respectively; if the latter one was of that nature, then lack of informed consent upon the Court’s view couldn’t be regarded as battery and would more likely to fall into the scope of negligence (majorly this was laid down upon the view of Cobbs v. Grant). So, the Court allowed the appeal and granted a new trial. On the trial held at the Supreme Court of Canada, the Court found that in the conversation between plaintiff and defendant neurosurgeon the latter induced him to believe that he had better had this operation than he would rather hadn’t; and within cross-examination, a substantial fragmenton of which was attached to the report, Hughes did not disclose the risks concerning the presupposed surgery or the fatality and morbidity rates which were quite hazardous to be ignored. The Supreme Court held that the liability wouldn’t stand in battery but this was not approved in similar dentistry malpractice featured a position of the Court declaring that it was a physician’s duty to give the appropriate information to the patient, who didn’t cope with it; the Court also used the objective test upon which the thanatoid and morbidity statistics would induce a prudent person to withstand from such operation. Thus, the Court restored the trial court’s judgment finding for plaintiff. It would be quite intelligible to say that Reibl v. Hughes completed the formation of informed consent doctrine in Canada being truly a leading case in the state.

After the two leading Canadian cases on informed consent were adjudicated, several issues of its modification remained. Such sprung out primarily on dentistry malpractice featured a position of the Court declaring that informed consent is not obligatory for minor manipulations, but this was not approved in similar dentistry malpractice cases in Canada, where the courts followed the Hopp v. Lepp and Reibl v. Hughes rules of informed consent. One case is however worth being discussed as it’s quite of complicated nature, combining the right to privacy, right to autonomy and the issue of emergency. In Malette v. Shulman, a woman being a Jehovah Witness sued a doctor for an unconsented blood transfusion (in fact, it is true that people with similar religious beliefs object blood transfusion) and thus there was several similar suits on “conscious” refusal of treatment, or unconsented blood transfusion. The facts of the case were quite cunning and complicated: in 1979, the woman being already 57 years old, had been plunged into a car crash with her husband killed and herself mangled having a multitude of face and head traumas as well as suffering from a substantial blood loss; she was taken to the emergency department where she was examined by Dr. Shulman and his mate who agreed that blood transfusion would be necessary to preserve her life; one of the nurses found out a card declaring plaintiff to be Jehovah’s Witness and the passage on the card stated she would not tolerate any blood transfusions under any conjectural circumstances. Dr. Shulman had not been notified on the content of the card, but nevertheless decided to conduct transfusion; the relatives of Mrs. Malette came to the hospital and objected blood transfusion upon their beliefs even though they apparently knew in which condition the woman was. After the said procedure the plaintiff was thereafter treated without any blood
transfusions and later successfully recovered. On the first trial, defendant Shulman was found liable for battery and the learned judge found the “card” legally valid. The Court acknowledged the right to self-determination, discussing the parity of state-interest of patient’s preservation of life and his right to autonomy in decision-making holding that the appeal should be dismissed and finding for plaintiff. To a similar decision came the Court of Appeal (England) in the “T case” in 1993 where a pregnant woman was severely injured in a car crash, being a Jehovah’s Witness; she was also subjected to blood transfusion though it was not emergent and the Court recognized her right to withstand from treatment on basis of beliefs. From the 1980s and 90s decisions of the English Court of Appeal it may seem that England approves maximal autonomy, if not to say independence to patient’s decision-making even in case he or a child in his custody would apparently die unless treatment is administered; but at the same time the British courts upheld the principle to preserve child’s life unless it is firmly evaluated to be condemned to death, his further life would literally become intolerable and any amount of treatment would postpone, but not avert death. The American decisions involving people with religious beliefs prohibiting blood transfusion were not uniform by their adjudication: the 1970s Federal decision of Holmes, being aggravated by the issues of survival of action (as the plaintiff deceased), his minority (20 years of age) as well as other concerns held that upon his religious beliefs he had a right to refuse treatment. Several US courts came to a conclusion that upon the First Amendment the person has a right to refuse medical treatment unless the state may justify the body interference in some way; indeed, a cascade of similar cases displayed that in each of such entries has to be balanced against state interests, adopted by American courts as the following: 1) preservation of life; 2) protection of innocent third parties; 3) suicide prevention; 4) ethics preservation and maintenance. Several US decisions, mainly the earlier ones seemed to display a substantial prevailing of state interests against patient’s religious beliefs in order to save life. In fact, such cases on blood transfusion could be complexified by the circumstance the patient is a minor and the parents wouldn’t let transfusion on basis of their religious beliefs. In some states, the hospitals applied for a court order to appoint a legal guardian who would allow administering blood to a person with religious beliefs inhibiting the said or applied to the court to receive an order (an “emergency writ”) to conduct it. Some courts agreed that there may be a multitude of circumstances that a court may consider to allow or not allow such transfusion, or to find its performance actionable, or not, for instance, existence of dependents.

Conclusions and corollary. At present time the Canadian common law truly possesses a substantial number of cases on the subject of unsanctioned surgery and therapy, having various impacts and influencing a number of other commonwealths’ common law as well. The carousel of domestic cases involves actions for failure to warn on the consequences of sterilization; on appliance of anesthetic apparatuses and possible malfunctions of the said; unauthorized administering of anesthetics which brought to paralysis or other health impairments; issues of immature consent; nondisclosure of adverse effects of angiograms; misrepresentation of the embrace of the operation; nondisclosure of experiment risks; unauthorized medical procedures in dentistry, such as multiple teeth removal; extension of the operation involving some emergent condition, and after the informed consent doctrine was adopted in Reibl v. Hughes, the issue of necessity of informed consent for minor and non-surgical operations (primarily in dentistry) was displayed a substantial prevailing of state interests against patient’s religious beliefs in order to save life. Some cases feature French impact concerning the adjudication, while the others disposed American informed consent doctrine in a blend with domestic cases; however upon the late 70s and early 80s the Canadian courts had enough domestic practice to adjudicate the respective cases. All in all, despite having less court decisions on the subject than in United States, the Canadian common law has got enough legacy vis-à-vis informed consent doctrine in the time fragmentton of 1899 and 1900.

1 Upon the distinction originating from Schloendoff v. New York Hospital, 211 N.Y. 125, 129–130 (1913), in case the surgeon performs an unauthorized surgery, he’ll be liable for technical assault/battery, and it’s not a mere negligence to do this. See. Mehr v. Williams, 95 Minn. 261, 268–270; 1 A.L.R. 439, 439–441 (1905); Hively v. Higgs, 120 Or. 588, 592 (1927); Moscicki v. Shor, 107 Pa. Super 192, 195; 163 A. 341, 342 (1931); Bonner v. Moran, 126 F.2d 121, 121–122 (1941); Rothe v. Hull, 352 Mo. 926, 929 (1944); Nolan v. Kechijian, 64 A.2d. 866, 866 (1949); Chambers v. Nottenbaum, 96 So. 2d 716, 717 (1957); Nathanson v. Kline, 186 Kan. 393, 402 (1960), Gruccio v. Baxter, 135 N.J. Super. 290, 295 (1974); Samoilov v. Raz, 536 A.2d 275, 277 (1987), etc. What as to an action for negligence in such case, upon Hershey v. Peake, 223 P.113 (1924), at. page 1113–1114, the action founded upon an unsanctioned surgery is maintainable upon the theory of negligence rather on assault/battery in case the action of the physician is unintended and arises from his carelessness within the said operation. The consent, however, does not exempt him from liability in case the said operation was proved to be negligently executed, Theodore v. Ellis, 141 La. 710, 723–724 (1917). In case the patient is unconscious, and the unauthorized operation is performed in the scope of a consented operation, he may sue for assault/battery as well, and physician will be liable for it, unless an emergency (which has to be proved) occurs, Bennan v. Parsonnet, 83 A. 948, 949–950 (1912).
5 See. Cobb v. Grant, 3 Cal. App. 3d 228, 238–238 (1973) and cases adjudicated under the theory of assault/battery and medical malpractice cited therein.
6 In England, one of the first reported cases to consider the subject, Bolam v. Friern Hospital Management Committee, [1957] 1 W.L.R. 582, 583–585., was an action for negligence. Chatterton v. Gerson, [1981] 1 Q.B. 432, 442–445 was filed upon the theory of trespass to person which was disapproved by the Court; Bristow, J., at p. 442–443 said that failure to obtain consent should be tried under the theory of negligence.
rebreach of arm, upon lack of evidence the jury rendered verdict for defendant. It has to be augmented that the history of medical neg-
to experiment on a new method of fracture treatment; in the sense he would be exercising his best judgment in any particular case (see additionally e.g.
883, 925 (1962), in note 243 infra).


See, e.g. Smith v. Weaver, 22 Neb. 569, 575 (1987). There, a Nebraska statute enacted in 1976 provided that plaintiff could succeed in action only if he could somehow managed to prove that in an “objective test”, like in Canadian actions for negligence, a prudent person would withstand from surgery or treatment finding it dangerous thus making lack of informed consent not being itself actionable; see. 44-2820, “Action based on failure to obtain informed consent; burden of proof” and it’s case law application.

Baker & Stapleton (1907) concerning the unconsented surgery, the first reference to it was made in State ex. rel. Janmey et al. v. Housekeeper et al., 70 Md. 162, 2 R.L.A. 587, 588 (1889). But in fact, it is a general rule in each action for professional negligence.

Consent to Surgery


For instance, in Simone v. Sabo, 37 Cal. 2d 253, 231 P. 2d 19, 21–23 (1951), plaintiff sued a physician for a negligent tooth removal involving various surgical machinery which allegedly severed the nerves, but didn’t bring expert witnesses which could approve his own testimony. The California Civil Code provisions, referred by defendant thereto required expert testimony. Instead, the defendant brought in several surgeons who testified he acted with expected care and applied decent skill. Owing to lack of evidence, the defendant had the decision.

For example, see. Nelson v. Sandell, 209 N.W. 440, 442 (1926); Jakovach v. Yokon, 237 N.W. 444, 447 (1931), and authorities cited therein.


In a nutshell, by such “intelligence” it is meant to be that the patient conceives what is going to be performed, what are the risks and what are the conjunctive adverse consequences of such operation or treatment, otherwise, upon the vast majority of US states common law it is void and actionable, Airy v. Clary, 398 S.W. (2d) 668, 674–675 (1965), etc.

ligence counts several centuries. An astonishing passage on this topic could be found in Mr. McCoid’s treatise on a 1959 Symposium on Professional Negligence, see, Allan H. McCoid, The Care Required of Medical Practitioners, 12 Vand. L. Rev. 549 (1959).


42 J Kinkead on Torts 735, 735–738 (para. 375); Taylor, Law in its Relations to Physicians 313, 313–315 (see. “Necessity of Consent to Surgical Operations.

43 For an example of such, see, for instance, Littlejohn v. Arbogast, 95 Ill. App. 605, 608 (1901) and rules announced by the court concerning consent to surgical interference (at p. 608).


48 211 N.Y. 125, 128–130 (1914).

49 Id., 128–129.

50 See. Bakal v. University Heights Sanitarium, Inc., 277 App. Div. 572, 575–577 (1950) (for); see also Post et al. v. Crown Heights Hospital, 173 Misc. 250, 257–258 (1940) (against). In Bakal, the Court held that unless the Appellate Court being superior to it would state otherwise, the immunity rule would not change, see Bakal, at p. 575. This rule, as I mentioned before, didn’t really spread apart from the state of New York and was declared abortive seven years after.

51 To some extent, it was based upon an English decision, Hillyer v. Governors of St. Bartholomew’s Hospital, [1909] 2 K.B. 820, 825–826. There, plaintiff, being a physician himself returned from Africa in bad health and applied as a non-paying patient to the Londonese hospital, a charitable body, in order to be consulted. Before the examination he was etherized and within it one of his hands was burned and the other was bruised. The Court (per Farwell, L.J.) held that defendants could not be liable as their relation is not of master and servant. What is surprising, the Court relied on an earlier American authority concerning master-servant relation concerning charitable hospitals. The Hillyer case was later distinguished in Scotland. In Reidford v. Magistrates of Aberdeen, 1933 S.L.T. 276, at page 280 it was settled that the in the scope of hospital service, a professional (a physician) could be liable in a nonsuit action for his own negligence, but the regret will not be. Within the sphere of professional medical service, it was held that there existed no actual master-servant relation.

52 In MacDonald et al. v. The Board of Management for Glasgow Western Hospitals, etc., 1954 S.C. 453, at page 456–458, this liability was said to be imposed in case of proof that the Board itself was negligent in some way, and the Court allowed proof, but the counsel for plaintiff didn’t give justifying proof to maintain the action, see p. 457–459. This however didn’t mean that a surgeon or other staff member would not be liable for his own “irregularity” (see explanatory in MacDonald, p. 457). Therefore, in that case the Court of Sessions approved the rule concerning the exemption of a hospital board liability for servant’s negligence which was announced in various cases earlier, Davis v. Glasgow Victoria Hospitals Board of Management, 1950 S.L.T. 392, 394–397 (1950) and other cases cited therein; but considered the issue of board’s own negligence. However, the decline of the concept in Scotland came relatively short, Fox v. Glasgow South Western Hospitals & Another, 1955 S.L.T. 337, 339–340 where the Hillyer decision was criticized and abandoned thereafter. In England, the Hillyer decision was severely criticized and found to be abortive even earlier, Gold v. Essex County Council,[1942] 2 K.B. 293, 299–300. Please note that Scottish cases cited hereinabove did not necessarily concern a non-profit hospital, whereas the Schloendorff rule covered only such establishments the late modification of the rule, see cases cited in note 34 supra, and Bing v. Thunig, 2 N.Y. 2d 656 (1957), at pages 666–667, where the Court declared profit-making and non-profit hospitals equally liable for the wrongs done by its staff, see infra note 36. Some further notes on the English views of hospital liability and standards of care are well discussed by Mr. Fleming on a 1959 Symposium on professional negligence, see. John G. Fleming, Developments in the English Law of Medical Liability, 12 Vand. L. Rev. 633, 635–639; 640 (1959).

53 Upon the timeline, revealed by Fuld, J. in Bing, the history of this doctrine lies in a North-American case, MacDonald v. Massachusetts General Hospital, 120 Mass. 422, 435–436 (1876) [per Devens, J.] The sole authority referred to was an English one, being already overruled decades before by the time of MacDonald case occurred. See more on the said cases, A.L. Goddart, Hospitals and Trained Nurses, 54 L.Q.R. 553, 557–558 (1938). The pre-Hillyer cases were discussed in a distinct Canadian case, namely Lavere v. Smith’s Falls Public Hospital, 35 O.R. 98; 26 D.L.R. 346, 350–354 (1915).

54 For the Scottish cases disagreeing Hillyer, see cases cited and discussed in note 51 supra.; However, in Foote v. Shaw Stewart et. al.,[1911] 2 S.L.T. 364, 367 the hospital was held not to be liable ex contractu. See Gold v. Essex County Council,[1942] 2 K.B. 293, 296 [argue of counsel for plaintiff] and cases cited therein. A good discussion on the said doctrine in 1866–1915 was held in Lavere v. Smith’s Falls Public Hospital, 38 O.R. 98, 26 D.L.R. 346, 354–356 (1915), on pages I cite herein, but see also supra note 36 on pre-Hillyer cases.

55 See Brant v. Sweet Clinic, 167 Wash. 166, 174 (1932); Giusti v. C. H. Weston Co., 165 Or. 525, 106 Pa. 2d 1010, 1012 (1941) and cases cited therein.

56 Bing v. Thunig, 2 N.Y. 2d 656, 666–667 (1957) [per Fuld, J., lead opinion].

57 See, for instance, Martin v. H. & M. Diest De Beer Diest (1969) S.C.R. 745, 752–753. In this Canadian case, which we’ll discuss in the paper, there was an issue of hospital’s and anesthetist’s liability for an unauthorized caudal anesthesia injection which caused plaintiff’s paraparesis within a haemorrhoidectomy. There, he was found to be a regular employee and so both he and the hospital were held liable.

58 Schloendorff v. Society of New York Hospital, 211 N.Y. 125, 131–135 (1914).

59 The given definition is a pretty condensed one made up on basis of the court decisions cited hereinafter. For a more detailed description, see a decent one in Jon R. Waltz, Thomas W. Scheuneman, Informed Consent to Therapy, 64 N.W.U. L. Rev. 628, 630–634 (1970). Waltz and Scheuneman wittingly emphasize, at page 631, that a physician while performing such a procedure, which may be somehow experimental or innovative by techniques, must not only possess ordinary skill and provide the patient with adequate care, but possess proper knowledge to conduct such procedures and dispose respective appliances.
Problem of civil, state, labor and social rights protection


62. Such a view is adopted in the celebrated case of Canterbury v. Spence, 464 F.2d 772, 782 (1972). The rules and corollary deriving from the said case was repeatedly disposed within the amalgamation of custom informed consent rules in other commonwealths including England. See also fn. 15 at p. 782 and 29 at p. 782 and cases therein and cases cited in footnote 54 infra.


65. See, for example, Emery v. Dear et. al., 19 Cal. 2d 658, 659 (1942) or the correlative of "volenti non fit injuria" and professional negligence. This doctrine was not found to be a defense unless the plaintiff was proved to be explicitly aware of the extent of risk he was subjecting himself. It was quite common in actions of an injured passenger, spectator, or workman.

66. See, for example, Breen v. Williams et. al., 40 Ill. App. 3d 113, 116 (1972); Clay v. Little Co. of Mary Hospital, etc., 40 Ill. App. 3d 113, 116 (1972); DeFilippo v. Preston, 53 Del. 539, 173 A.2d 333, 338–339 (1961).


70. In fact, even as the 80s decision, Sidaway v. Governors of Bethlem Royal Hospital etc., [1984] 1 Q.B. 493, 511–515, did not recognize such common law right to "autonomy", despite a handful of American and Canadian cases affirming such right were observed. The first English decision to affirm the American and Canadian consent doctrines, where the rule similar US had been announced was In re F, or v. v. West Berkshire HA, [1990] A.C. 1, at p. 69–71 [per Griffiths, L.J.].

71. In fact, it's difficult to stick to an exact date. In one of the most outstanding informed consent cases in Canada which was adjudicated by the Supreme Court, Hopp v. Lepp, [1980] 2 S.C.R. 192, at pages 196 and 201, the Court cites Kenny v. Lockwood, [1932] O.R. 141 (the defendant's appeal, dismissed) as well as Parmley v. Parmley & Yule [1945] S.C.R. 635 as the first cases to engage the informed consent doctrine. These, however, were not the principal cases on consent to surgery in Canada. All of such we'll discuss in the given paper.


77. See, Rogers v. Whitaker, 175 C.L.R. 479, 485–492 (1992) and cases cited in infra note 130.


79. In spite of data privacy being of fairly recent concerns, the issue of record-keeping in medicine seems to be a vintage topic, e.g. see Halls v. Mitchell [1927] S.C.R. 125. There, an ex-serviceman who was discharged from the army for heart problems, desired to obtain compensation from a railroad company where he used to be employed when he suffered an iritis attack badly damaging his eye.


81. See, for example, Dunning v. United Liverpool Hospitals’ Board of Governors, [1973] 1 W.L.R. 586 (per curiam) and Deising v. South West Metropolitan Regional Hospital Board, [1974] 1 W.L.R. 213, 215–217. On the same subject was Davidson v. Lloyd Aircraft Services Ltd., [1974] 1 W.L.R. 1042. In that case the hospital board was not a defendant but a third party. There the medical records were disclosed, but not to plaintiff himself and to his medical adviser instead. All of the said cases were overruled by the McVor decision.


83. See Gaskin v. Liverpool City Council, [1980] 1 W.L.R. 1549, 1551–1553 [per Denning, L.M.R.]; 1554–1555 [per Megaw, L.J]. This case, however, did not fully embrace medical records as such. There plaintiff sought to obtain access to all his records on him.
while he was in various orphanage custody. These involved medical records, but he didn’t directly ask a hospital for the records. Thus, this case has to be distinguished from actions filed against hospital boards for negligence or sealing personal files. Even after the Gaskin trial at the European Court of Human Rights, the English courts denied a common law right to access to personal files being in ownership of health authorities see, e.g. Regina v. Mid Glamorgan Family Health Services Authority & Another / Ex Parte Martin, [1995] 1 W.L.R. 110, 115–117. There, the appeal for order to disclose health records was dismissed on basis of the foundation it would be too detrimental for the patient and in his “best interests”. Basically, it was very similar to the non-disclosure arguments in the Gaskin trial, see. p. 1554 and onward; and see dictum in Sidaway v. Benthem Royal Hospital etc. [1985] A.C. 871, at p. 904 [per Templeman, L.].

Church of Scientology of California v. Department of Health and Social Security, [1979] 1 W.L.R. 723, 733–735, etc.


See Alvin Hopper, The Medical Man’s Fiduciary Duty, 7 Law Tchr. 73, 74–75 (1973). In this article, Mr. Hopper gives a brief, but a very interesting vintage common law legacy on this type of breach of confidence. I would possibly name a few more older cases on the subject, but in the terms of brevity I would agree with his position, adding that Halls v. Mitchell [1927] S.C.R. 125 was a exactly a common law development of data protection law and thus medical privacy is seemingly even more vintage then Halls. The confidentiality of medical personal data was recognized in the 19th century in United States: Buffalo Loin & Trust & Safe Deposit Co. v. Knights Templar & Masonic Mutual Aid Assn., 27 N.E. 942, 944 (N.Y. 1891). Mr. Hopper refers two “anonymous” cases in Scotland affirming confidentiality of medical records and reports, being adjudicated in 1851 and 1904 respectively (they were cited both as “AB v. CD”), while in fact their names are Whyte v. Smith, 14 D. 177 (No. 46); 24 S.C. 78 (1851) and McEwan v. Watson [1904] S.C. 213. Actually, the 1851 case in Dunlop’s reports is really referred to be anonymous but the report is nearly identical to the Court of Sessions version of the case. It is true that as early as 1851 the Court of Session recognized the right of privacy as to medical records and the principle of secrecy in such personal data. see, Whyte v. Smith, at p. 149–150 (D) / 78–79 (C.S.). In Continental Europe, the principle of confidentiality of medical records was greatly depicted in the German case of Günther v. Gerhard, B.G.H.Z. 24, 72 (1957), where a man being plunged into a fight and being beaten up tried to recover money from an insurance company. As he was not severely injured, he didn’t manage to recover. There was a cascade of suits against defendant and other allied persons one of which was against his physician who disclosed his medical records to third persons which were disposed to prove plaintiff was not badly injured. However, the Hildesheim regional court found that despite the breach of confidence as to major ailments would be actionable, more mediocre and light injuries were not of such nature, see p. 78–80. This case was repeatedly accepted in German case law.


See Aubry et al. v. Vice-Versa Ltd [1998] S.C. 591 para. 6–8. Basically the same was the interpretation of such distinction in R v. Dyment, [1988] 2 S.C.R. 417, 425–429. At page 428–429, the Court held that the other side of privacy must deal with body integrity and sensitive information concerning the plaintiff, which lies in an action for an ordinary privacy violation.

E.g. Cordell v. Detective Publications Inc., 419 F. 2d 989, 990 (1969). There, the Court said: “The term right of privacy is imprecise, because this beguiling expression has been used to designate many different rights of varying importance, from the Fourth Amendment freedom from arbitrary searches and seizures [...to the right not to have one’s name bruited about in gossip columns”.


The term “quasi-recognition” refers to a case where the court dealt with an action for alleged privacy violation but the suit was adjudicated on basis of libel, breach of contract, duty or confidence and other commonly known torts. Such concept was quite popular among American lawyers of the early and mid-20th century, see. John A. Callahan, Torts – Right of Privacy – Unauthorized Radio Dramatization of Shooting, 24 Marq. L. Rev. 170, 171 (1940). The American cases represented by Mr. Callahan were adjudicated on basis of breach of implied contract, nuisance or an unnamed “personal right” with an apparent implication on the right to privacy. The same view is shared by Mr. Simon in his article on the American common law legacy of actions for unauthorized use of photos, see. Charles Simon, Torts – Invasion of Privacy – Unauthorized Use of Photograph, 16 De Paul L. Rev. 255, 257 (1966). See also the passage in Eick v. Perk Dog Food Co., 106 N.E. 2d 742, 347 Ill. App. 293, 299–301 (1952) concerning quasi-recognitions of right to privacy and cases cited therein. It should be noted that these quasi-recognitions only seem to be outdated since courts in commonwealths which do not recognize a privacy tort still dispose such doctrines. For instance, in the Canadian case of Saccone v. Orr, 34 O.R. (2d) 317 (1981) the distinction of right to privacy from proprietary rights was reviewed. In England, where the privacy tort was still not recognized, these “quasi-recognitions” are still in fashion. For instance, in Francombe et al. v. Mirror Group Newspapers Ltd. [1985] 1 W.L.R. 892, at 894–895 the invasion of privacy by means of wiretapping was rendered as a trespass. In New Zealand, in Bradley v. Wingnut Films Limited, [1994] E.M.L.R. 195, 196–198, 201; 207–208, where a film and a newspaper article featuring a cemetery scene displayed plaintiff’s grave with his deceased relative’s names, plaintiff filed an action with a multitude of causes based on classic torts as well as invasion of privacy. The inadequacy of treating a privacy invasion by other torts, as defamation was decently reviewed by the Court. Despite the Court recognized the privacy tort may exist in New Zealand, plaintiff didn’t manage to maintain the action upon the facts stated (see p. 207–208). In Australia, in Church of Scientology v. Woodward, [1982] H.C.A. 78, 154 C.L.R. 25 (1982), at p. 68, Mr. J. Murphy said: “If any of its [ASIO] officers acts in bad faith, uses his or her office or powers for extraneous purposes
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rician Approaches

and Mr. Weeks as well as the cases cited herein, it would be intelligible to say that the French case law in respect to privacy should

represent some more interesting French cases, see generally, W. J. Wagner
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TV company and managed to recover. Despite he claimed an invasion of privacy, the Court found his claim to be actionable upon the

defendant’s fault in one way or another without designating an actual tort name, if such are disposed within the proceedings in French


Cornfield, supra at, p. 108–109 and Howell, supra, at 491–492. Upon Cornfield’s reference, I can make a corollary that the “French”
routes which are alleged to be incorporated into Canadian cases on the subject, seem to be displayed by the factor of admitting

defendant’s fault in one way or another without designating an actual tort name, if such are disposed within the proceedings in French

courts at all. Cornfield addressed this thesis towards the case of Robbins v. Canadian Broadcasting Corporation, 12 D.L.R. 35, at

p. 40–42; 45 (1956), plaintiff, an elderly physician wrote a letter of complaint on a scandalous tabloid and was revenged by the doctor

who announced plaintiff’s telephone and address within the air which made the spectators call and annoy the doctor, who later sued the

TV company and managed to recover. Despite he claimed an invasion of privacy, the Court found his claim to be actionable upon the

Civil Code statute enacting liability of the master for his servant’s faults. This decision would look more like a recovery based on neg-

ligence. However, rendering privacy violation as a sort of negligence could hardly apply to a case with circumstances different from it.

What as to the French law, this case seemingly had somewhat similar to early French decisions concerning the right to privacy, see e.g.

F. P. Walton, The Comparative Law of The Right to Privacy, 47 L.Q. Rev. 219, 221–226 (1931). In fact, France is not a common law
country and the cases do not constitute a major body of law, but certainly they are a body of law in this state. As of Walton, even in the
late 19th and early 20th century this country possessed a substantial number of cases to form a “common law” right to privacy. Unfor-
tunately, a part of them are hard to be found and examined. Some outstanding French cases include Dumas c. Liebert, S 1868 II 41,

13 A.P.I.A.L. 247 (1868) [unauthorized use of photo]; Bonnet c. Société Olibet, Trib comm. Seine (1882) [unauthorized reproduction of

portrait]; The Dreibus Case, Trib Civ. De Lyon 15 Dec. 1896, Dallez. Pett. 97, 2 page 74 [a Jewish citizen sues a Lyon bookseller for

publishing a 1886 book containing the list of Jews of the city and recovers upon recognizing a property right in his name]; Cheval c. L.

Ch., Cour. D’Appel de Grenoble, 1 Mar. 1907, Jour. De la Cour de Grenoble, p. 151 [unauthorized use of photo]; Halletz et al. c.

Monpezet, [1932] Gaz. Pal. 2, page. 739 [plaintiffs were put into a story depicting their conduct, recovery based on moral damages

which is a French analogue of American “mental suffering”]; Dietrich c. Société France-Dimanche, Cour d’Appel Paris, D. 1955, pa-
ge 255 [unauthorized publication of memoirs displaying plaintiff’s conduct, biography and habits, judgment for plaintiff]. Mr. Wagner

represented some more interesting French cases, see generally, W. J. Wagner, Photograph and Right to Privacy: The French and Ame-

rican Approaches, 25 The Catholic Lawyer 195 (1980). Some respect to the French cases was also paid by Mr. Weeks, see. James K.

Weeks, Comparative Law of Privacy, 12 Clev-Marshall L. Rev. 484, 495–499 (1963). Upon the cases given by Mr. Walton, Mr. Wagner

and Mr. Weeks as well as the cases cited herein, it would be intelligible to say that the French case law in respect to privacy should

never be underestimated only by the fact France belongs to the Continental legal system. As of Mr. Weeks’s analysis, the rules

announced in early 20th century cases in France could be comparable to American ones (Weeks, at p. 497). And in fact, it would be

strange if this right to privacy hadn’t developed in France, as the number of lawsuits concerning photography in France since 1851 was

literally enormous and counted dozens of cases in the 19th and early 20th century, some of which were suits for unauthorized use of

photographs where plaintiff was the depicted person, see. Christiane Derobert-Ratel, Les Premier Debats Historiques sur la Contrefa-

cçon Photographique, Conference at Sud Toulon-Var University, (pub. 2009).

See, for instance, Superintendent of Belchertown State School v. Saikewicz, 373 Mass. 728, 739–742 (1977). Here’s what the Court

said concerning the issue: “The constitutional right to privacy, as we conceive it, is an expression of the sanctity of individual freedom and self-determination as fundamental constituents of life. The value of life as so perceived is lessened not by a decision to refuse treatment, but by the failure to allow a competent human being the right of choice” (at p. 742).
to be suitable for a principal informed consent case. Therefore, I would say such a position is quite obscure.

Zealand’s common law, but nothing inhibits disposing all of the said cases as authorities. Moreover, the New Zealand’s common law has completely no legacy on the subject to be referred to. What is more, I cannot really conceive for plaintiff subsequently sued for negligence and managed to recover. Upon the case I described above it would be erroneous to say that consequences. Since plaintiff was preliminarily told he would be fine in a couple of days he apparently consented to the procedure. The aortagram; the procedure caused the blood flow in plaintiff’s leg to be suppressed leaving him without the leg in the output. Before early man was suspected an aortic aneurysm and was offered to undergo an examination which involved injecting a special dye within the aorta; the procedure used it for defense. Moreover, the Kansas Supreme Court [per Shroeder, J] paid additional attention on the trial...
all potential hazards to be a fiduciary one which actually equaled the “informed consent” doctrine arising in the United States in the late 1950s. See additionally: Halushka v. University of Saskatchewan, 53 D.L.R. 2d 436 (1965), para. 27.

Against this view go Diack v. Badrleys, 25 C.C.L.T. 159 (1983); Stewart v. Ross, 64 Sask. R. 271, Q.B.No.4226 (1986). The cases for and against, see the latter note supra, all were actions for negligence in dentistry for non-disclosing the risks of treatment resulting in a paraesthesia.

[150] [1980] 2 S.C.R. 192, 204. Here’s what the Court said: “Kenny v. Lockwood is important as much for what it portended as for what it actually decided. It indicated that a surgeon who recommends an operation which involves known risks, that is probable risks, or special or unusual risks, is under an obligation to his patient to disclose those risks and, if he fails to do so, and injury results from one of the undisclosed or not fully disclosed risks, the patient's consent to the operation will be held to be not an informed consent, although the operation itself was competently performed”.


Committee some treatment was a kind of custom for him and others he had known of his profession, see. 

A.C. 871; [1985] U.K.H.L. 1,6 per McFarlane, J.]; and cases cited in note 44 supra.

[154] Schloendorff rule on consent (not to be confused by “Schloendorff rule” on charity body non-liability for the negligence of their employees, referred as “independent contractors”, see. Bing v. Thunig, 2 N.Y. 2d 656, 662–667 (1957).

[155] The same “tort” principle applied in cases on the alleged privacy breach in France. The fault had to be proven by extensive (or at least existing and fairly evident) and the “tort” didn’t have an exact name to be sued for. However, it would be wrong to say that French courts never use preceding cases or dicta as authorities, see, Cheval c. L. Ch., Cour. D’Appel de Grenoble, 1 Mar. 1907, Jour. De la Cour de Grenoble, at p. 151–154. In that case, the Court cited a number of earlier decisions and legal literature. See additionally, Percy H. Winfield, The Law of The Right to Privacy, 47 L.R.Q. 23, 38 (1931). Despite Winfield invoked more attention on English, and to some extent American privacy cases, he examined more obscure specimen, such as the right to privacy in India and South Africa which possess a common law legal system, and the cases indeed contain a great research (as well as reader) interest. At p. 37–39 he briefly mentions France, but more in respect to freedom of press restrictions seemingly imposed by older French laws. For more details on sources of French cases, see note 101 supra.


[157] It is the same general rule as it is in the United States. I guess we’ve discussed enough in Bennan v. Parsonnet, 83 N.J.L.R. 20; 83 A. 948, 949–950 (1912) not to cite a giant list of American cases declaring the same rule.

[158] See. Cardin v. City of Montreal, 29 D.L.R. 2d 492, [1961] S.C.R. 655, 657–659. There, the physician and municipality were held jointly and severally liable for being unable to remove a large needle from a boy’s arm which was stuck in it as a result of a casualty when the infant swerved the arm being frightened of vaccination.

[159] Herein we could recall Bolam, but there were no direct or indirect references to it; but Dr. Lamoureux’s evidence makes me to draw a parallel with the said case, where the defendant physician emphasized that to take a patient’s consent before commencing some treatment was a kind of custom for him and others he had known of his profession, see. Bolam v. Friern Hospital Management Committee, [1957] 1 W.L.R. 582, 588–591. Upon the said suggestion we may make a corollary that the consent and warning the patient on the possible negative consequences of the treatment could have been a sort of “protocol duty” of doctors. In Cobbs v. Grant, at page 243 the Court says: “This defendant and the majority of courts have related the duty to the custom of physicians practicing in the community” and cites a number of cases where defendants said on cross-examination that it was a sort of custom for them. In Reibl v. Hugh-
es appeal, 21 O.R. (2d) 14 (1978) the defendant, upon his evidence revealed he had always explained the risks to his patients and conducted rather long talks on what he was going to perform, quote: "The general practice is that you do your best to advise the patient of the risks involved in a procedure, particularly associated with the central nervous system because the effects can be as we see them". He ascertained that it was a stable practice to do so among his colleagues. Thus it seems not to explicitly derive from a legal case like those we’re discussing in the paper. In fact, Robertson, supra, at p. 143 onward, conducted a questionnaire to over a thousand of surgeons of whether they heard of Reibl v. Hughes and how did it impact their attitude towards informing patients of potential risks and hazards of future treatment; the result was too divergent to write it in detail, but in general far not all of the respondents knew of the case. From this treatise, it is unclear of whether 1) physicians informed their patients on the risks being afraid of being sued on basis of the Reibl v. Hughes decision; 2) they used to inform their patients in such mode for a long time and it was a custom – the same as was referred in Bolam upwards, at p. 588 etc.; 3) they had enough knowledge of the informed consent doctrine from American cases, as Salgo, Nathanson etc. – basically any court decision invoking the informed consent, see practitioner’s collection at 76 A.L.R. 4th 511 (1989). The given survey does not give the response to such inquiry. What could be also outstanding in the survey, is the fact that a relatively large number of surgeons were unaware of the Reibl v. Hughes decision and seemingly did not use the informed consent in theirs, I would better say, medical practice. Could the triad of cases against Mr. Ringrose, Colp, Cryderman and Zimmer have been influenced by the fact that the gynecologist who made several sterilization procedures with a non-approved, dangerous method and never warned his patients on their consequences, was simply unaware of the informed consent rule or was neglecting to follow it. Though this query may be rhetoric, the suits were all lost: see Zimmer v. Ringrose, 89 D.L.R. 3d 646, 658 (1978).

180 Ibid, at p. 79–83.
182 Ibid, para. 12–23.
183 What is more interesting, the docket, 52 W.W.R. (ns) 508, features a re-typed notification of plaintiff’s consent to the experiment. The “consent form” featured a passage that Walter was explained what were the examiners desiring to do, but nothing went as to the possible risks on his health.
188 Ibid, at p. 752–753.
191 See e.g. Cataford v. Moreau, 114 D.L.R. 585 (1978). There, a woman, like in Zimmer v. Ringrose, 89 D.L.R. (3d) 646 (1978), decided to undergo sterilization and after the procedure became pregnant again, and filed an action against the physicist for this. The issue of consent was only as to the fact she consented to the procedure and so sued for negligence winning over the suit. In Zimmer the situation was quite different, as the woman which was undergoing sterilization received a number of complexifications on her health, see Zimmer decision at p. 653 etc. Same could be found in Male v. Hopmans, [1966] 1 O.R. 647, 650–652.
192 The main idea here was to determine, was the consequential damage foreseeable, see, Beausoleil v. Sisters etc., 53 D.L.R. (2d) 65, 70–73 (1964); Zimmer v. Ringrose, 89 D.L.R. (3d) 646, 650–651 (1978); in McLean v. Weir, 18 B.C.L.R. 325 (1980) the rarity of such cases which the physicians seemingly found immaterial to be disclosed served as a very good defense for them. As I proceed further, the Wellington Court of appeal in Smith v. Auckland Area Hospital Board, [1965] N.Z.L.R. 191 came to an absolutely reverse conclusion.
195 It was also cited in various commonwealth state courts in cases dealing with informed consent, see, e.g. Zimmer, infra at p. 653.
196 See the facts of Salgo v. Leland Stanford etc. Board of Trustees, 154 Cal. App. 2d 560, 564–568 (1957).
198 Ibid, para. 21.
199 He ascertained that it was a stable practice to perform such a procedure among his colleagues. Thus it seems not to explicitly derive from a legal case like those we’re discussing in the paper. In fact, Robertson, supra, at p. 143 onward, conducted a questionnaire to over a thousand of surgeons of whether they heard of Reibl v. Hughes and how did it impact their attitude towards informing patients of potential risks and hazards of future treatment; the result was too divergent to write it in detail, but in general far not all of the respondents knew of the case. From this treatise, it is
200 See. 126 P.2d 121, 122–123 (1941). This case was not cited by the Ontario court but the principle was entirely the same.
201 Johnstone v. Wellesley Hospital, [1971] 2 O.R. 103 (5th etc.
203 See. Kelly v. Hazlett, [1976] C.C.L.T. 1, page 23; 26–28; see additionally on the issue in United States: Cobbs v. Grant, 8 Cal. 3d 227, 239–241 (1973). Upon the distinction between battery and negligence the following has to be stated. The rendering is way not uniform and may vary from a number of reasons, namely 1) the statute of limitations for negligence and battery; 2) existence of a definite custom in rendering such acts as a battery or negligence, as depicted in California.
205 8 Cal. 3d 227, 241 (1973). The Court refers to Natanson v. Kline, 350 P.2d 1093, 186 Kan. 393 (1960). At page 411 the Court said: “The primary basis of liability in a malpractice action is the deviation from the standard of conduct of a reasonable and prudent medical doctor of the same school of practice as the defendant under similar circumstances. Under such standard the patient is properly protected by the medical profession’s own recognition of its obligations to maintain its standards”. See also Chatterton v. Gerson,
[1981] 1 Q.B. 432, 442–443; in that case, Bristow, J., dismissed the action based on trespass to person stating that the physician’s failure to obtain the informed consent is a cause of action for negligence, see in detail at p. 443–445. The Court in Reibl v. Hughes dismissed the claim on trespass and put it upon the theory of negligence as well, Reibl v. Hughes, [1980] 2 S.C.R. 880, 889–892. As I’ve previously mentioned the US courts do not uniformly accept such approach: what is the fashion in states of California, Missouri (leading opinion: Aiken v. Clary, 396 S.W. 2d 668, 673–674 (1965)); or Kansas won’t be the elsewhere the same. For instance, in Fogel v. Genesee Hospital, 41 Atl. 2d 468 (1974), see particularly at p. 471 to 473, where plaintiff’s wife was severely injured (six years later died but from causes unrelated to the trial) owing to a misuse of hypothermic blankets which overcooled her body during a surgery. The action was filed for battery and adjudicated on this ground. Even in cases in respect with chiropractic casualties, courts preferred to adjudicate them not on the theory of battery but rather of negligence; Jones v. Malloy, 226 Neb. 559, 564 (1987).

One of the leading cases in medical negligence upon this subject in Canada is Vancouver General Hospital v. McDaniel, [1934] 1 D.L.R. 593. There, a woman sued the hospital for being contracted with smallpox though it was not stated directly, she seemingly had successfully recovered) within the treatment from diphtheria as being placed in the infirmary where smallpox patients were maintained. However, the hospital managed to win over the suit proving there was no negligence on their part and the practices they applied were well established.

207 Originally, Colp v. Ringrose, Alta S.C. No. 84474, 1976 (unreported), but reported in 3 L. Med. Quarterly (Alta.) 72 (1979) [Per Lieberman, J]. That case facts didn’t substantially vary from other Ringrose trials. There a woman desiring sterilization applied to him but the physician disposing the said experimental method, didn’t reveal she could become pregnant again what actually happen. Decision was for plaintiff.


212 See, for instance, S. M. Waddams, Medical Experiments on Human Subjects, 25 U.T. Fac. L. Rev. 25, 26–32 (1967). Apart from the informed consent issue and some historical overview, Waddams held quite an obscure discussion on the experiments on people in Nazi Germany as well as some other issues of ethics.

213 [1980] 5 W.W.R. 272, para. 21, etc. In that case, plaintiff managed to recover 7.500 Dollars damages.


219 [1965] N.Z.L.R. 191, 193. Please note that in contrast to Hopp v. Lepp, the patient directly interrogated on the risks and possible harms of the angiogram and was told that he shouldn’t be anxious as he “would be fine in three days”.


223 Ibid, at. p. 211–212. At this point, I would like to recall Smith v. Auckland Area Hospital Board, [1965] N.Z.L.R. 191 and make a small interlude. There, plaintiff was suffering from diabetes and went to an angiogram. The indecent dye made the blood vessels in his leg obliterate and as a result he lost the leg. But in fact, couldn’t that happen as a complication of diabetes? Such unhappy consequences are frequent among people suffering from this ailment. Or was it provoked by the faux dye? All in all, these questions were not revealed in the case report.


238 Van Re T (Adult: Refusal of Treatment), [1993] Fam. 95, 102–103; 112–116; the full facts, per Donaldson, L., at p. 103–106.

239 See, In Re T (A Minor), [1997] 1 W.L.R. 242 (parent appealing to withdraw medical treatment by liver transplantation); see other English cases on related subjects at p. 248–251.

240 In Re J. (A Minor) [1991] Fam. 33, 40–42.


242 See, In Re Boyd, 403 A (2d) 744, 748–750 (1979) and cases cited therein.


244 See, for instance, John F. Kennedy Memorial Hospital v. Heston etc., 58 N.J. 576, 279 A. (2d) 670, 672–673 (1971) [this case was repeatedly criticized thereafter]; see also.

Статья присвячена доследованию практики судей Канады в цивильных спрахах, предметом которых были несанкционированное медицинское вмешательство, а также позициях законодателя, которые были направлены на устранение негативных последствий данного явления. В статье приведены примеры случаев, когда суды принимали решения, которые означали невмешательство в дела, касающиеся несанкционированного вмешательства в личной сфере граждан. В статье также приведены примеры, когда суды не признавали наличие медицинского вмешательства, так как оно было несанкционированным.
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Anatoliy Lytvynenko. Unauthorized medical intervention and informed consent in the common law of Canada prior to the Supreme Court’s decision of Reibl vs Hughes (1899-1980).

The given article deals with the Canadian legacy of civil actions on negligence and technical assault or battery involving an unauthorized medical interference to plaintiff. In modern doctrine and case-law, the given concept is named “informed consent”, upon which the patient is not a mere subject of medical treatment, but has a substantial set of patient rights, involving the informational ones, which includes his right to be informed on further invasive treatment and thus be able to assent or decline it. The doctrine of informed consent, arising from actions on unauthorized medical treatment in both common law and civil law jurisdictions, has a centuryfold history in the jurisprudence. In the common-law world, it was bred in the end of the 19th century primarily in the jurisprudence of American courts, but still has its distinct peculiarities in the common law of Canada throughout the twentieth century. The span on the researched jurisprudence embraces the time period of 1899 (judgment of Parnell, which was the first case to deal with the subject) to 1980 (case of Reibl v. Hughes), where the Canadian Supreme Court has firmly recognized the principle of informed consent in the acting common law. In the 1990s, the principles of informed consent had been codified. The author has investigated on the evolvement of the concept of patient’s right to autonomy in the state from the very beginning to the judgment of Reibl v. Hughes in 1980, and has researched the roots of the “right to autonomy” as an extension of the right to privacy, which has penumbrally existed in Canadian jurisprudence for over a century, despite having been recognized as such relatively recently, despite an existence of various early case-law legacy. Apart from the abovesaid, the author aimed to define the authorities used by Canadian courts in the earlier cases dealing with unconsented surgery, which involves judgments from other jurisdictions as well as professional legal and medical textbooks.
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ОСОБЛИВОСТІ ВИНИКНЕННЯ ЗОБОВ’ЯЗАНЬ З ПУБЛІЧНОЇ ОБІЦЯНКИ ВИНАГОРОДИ БЕЗ ОГОЛОШЕННЯ КОНКУРСУ

Постановка проблеми. У сучасній цивілістичні поділ зобов’язань на договірні та недоговірні являє собою теоретичну дотому, за якою стоять специфічні дослідження, еволюція наукової думки та нормативно-правових положень. Однак право є «живою» матерією, яка розвивається та еволюціонує відповідно до потреб суспільства, а також економічних, політичних, технологічних та інших змін в житті людини, що відбуваються повсякденне. У зв’язку з цим цивілістичні договірні та недоговірні зобов’язання з публічної обіцянки винагороди та їх виникнення на договірній підставі. У рамках відповідної конкуренції можна простежити як спільні риси обох правових механізмів, так і істотні відмінності між ними. Тому їх ототожнення або навпаки розмежування є передумовою, зокрема визначення перспектив удосконалення положень чинного цивільного законодавства України, які відбуваються повсякденне.
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